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The rapid developments Social Network Service (SNS) have offered opportunities
to re-visit many seminal theoretical assumptions of technology usage within sociotechnical environment. Online social network is a rapidly growing field that imposes new
questions to the existing IS research paradigm. It is argued that information systems
research must necessarily evolve in response to the emerging trends (Lyytinen and King,
2004). Specifically, one stream of research has been heavily lacking is SNS usage
prediction (Hargittai, 2007). In SNS, the form of social network is realized by computing
networks where the individual assumes an identity of an “avatar”. People are merging
their activities of work and living thus blurring the borders among their social contexts
(Beck and Wade, 2006). Such new trends have become more sophisticated due to the
increasingly robust data network capacity and pervasive availability of communication

technology. At present, research in SNS is still in its early stage; hence the need to
develop knowledge of virtual world dynamics has become impending.
SNS essentially provides various service channels to facilitate social network
interactions. These channels are highly correlated with their respective service contexts,
among which differences are obvious and important. Cultural factors have been crucial
for context oriented studies in both IS and sociology fields. For instance, the global
nature of the Internet “raises questions about the robustness of trust effects across
cultures” (Jarvenpaa et al., 1999). In SNS, not only trust but also privacy has become a
tremendous caveat for service providers. Investigating the combination effects of privacy
and trust in a cross-cultural study may lead to important theoretical discoveries and
meaningful managerial implications.
This study contributes to knowledge by empirically testing established theoretical
models of IS acceptance, trust, social and cultural research. Both qualitative and
quantitative methods are used in order to present a comprehensive analysis of SNS
perception and use in different cultural settings. Particularly, the study finds critical
differences exist within the process of trust formulation between American and Chinese
SNS users.

Keywords: Social Network Service, Web 2.0, Technology Acceptance, Trust, Social
Computing, Cultural Research
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides an overview of the Social Network Service (SNS) concept
and a brief description of the status quo of current social studies in IS research. Research
perspectives are briefly discussed in terms of privacy, trust, technology acceptance, and
cultural influences. The justifications for this study are presented in the section of
“Research Gaps and Opportunities”. In the end, research questions are listed, followed by
the organization of this dissertation.
As phenomena associated with virtual social networks have produced such
enormous influence towards information society, MIS research needs reconsideration.
Individual and organizational behaviors continuously extend their respective scopes in
fundamentally new ways by absorbing ground breaking advancements of information and
communication technologies (ICT). The units of analysis (e.g., IT service subscribers) are
drifting away from the scope such as business organizations to a more loosely structured
form, namely, a network that is built upon and maintained through an array of indefinite,
yet pragmatic interpersonal relationships. As a matter of fact, the transformation of such
new topology is a result of the quickly evolving Web 2.0 technology, which refers to
multiple discrete or associated Internet-based artifacts facilitating online services and
virtual interactions.
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Previous research indicates conflict between information transparency and
privacy protection (Awad and Krishnan, 2006). Due to its pervasive existence and strong
penetration, Web 2.0 creates a series of concerns within academic and industrial
communities who value both technical enhancements in ICT and pertinent behavioral
issues. Such concerns have become more obvious in SNS applications because they
embrace a highly personalized and transparent design that manifest in major service
providers including Facebook, Cyworld, and MySpace. It follows from this that a crucial
issue of contradicting demands between convenient service and privacy concerns not
only carries over, but also, to some extent, intensifies in the new research context –
virtual social networking. The dimensions of social capital theory and trust are pivotal
factors influencing intention for certain human behavior (e.g. decide to use a software
application). During the incipient stage of SNS development, many of the service
providers focus on justifying return of venture investment and financial success while
issues such as privacy protection did not receive the same level of attention. Out of the
consideration for sustainable strategy, SNS companies must adapt cautious measures to
minimize the negative impacts caused by sensitive data leakage and theft, which in turn
reduces customers’ trust. Technology acceptance studies found that significant crosscultural differences exist in the process of behavioral intention formulation (Gefen and
Straub, 1997). In a context where individualism may have a greater role than altruism, an
individualism-centered context involves social engagement in more distinctive ways from
one that is collectivism-oriented (Parameswaran and Whinston, 2007). On the whole, an
empirical study is justified to apply established theoretical developments of technology
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diffusion to understand how people with different cultural heritages adopt innovative IT
service in a new research context.

Overview of Social Network Service
For ICT driven organizations, network effects permeate the structure in a variety
of ways such as email, discussion boards, and social network portals (Dhar and
Sundararajan, 2007). An outstanding strength of an ICT system, as argued by Parker and
Van Alstyne (2005), is its capability of matching, networking, or filtering various kinds
of information content. Such strength allows the sustainable success of archetype online
companies including eBay, which has managed to maintain its dominance in the online
auction business (Bapna et al., 2001). Today, under the influence of Web 2.0
development, ICT’s matching capability has been enhanced and extended to a new
domain where not only products but also human beings can be closely and transparently
associated with each other. Dhar and Sundararajan (2007) further contend that as social
networks grow, products that derive their value from socially constructed environments
would become more valuable. For instance, as the peer to peer (P2P) network improves
in quality, popularity, and speed, their importance and scope are increasing (Asvasund et
al., 2004).
SNS refers to the relationship building and maintaining service that establishes
web-based inter-personal networks through a bevy of software and networking
applications, whose main focus is to manage and aggregate knowledge and information
that is relation-oriented. In some discussion contexts, SNS can be considered as the “new
applications and services that facilitate collective action and social interaction online with
3

rich exchange of multimedia information and evolution of aggregate knowledge”
(Parameswaran and Whinston, 2007).
A better understanding of the SNS concept can be obtained by observing its
unique features when compared with other types of virtual communities such as wikis
and weblogs. First, SNS focuses on nurturing new inter-personal relationships and
maintaining current social networks on a digital platform. Doing so requires various
computing services to facilitate, manage and enrich the social networking activities so as
to be free from the restrictions of time difference and geographical dispersion. Second,
unlike Internet services such as YouTube, which offers an information sharing
mechanism mainly designed for video broadcasting for appeal, SNS develops multiple
content distribution functions, including video broadcasting, to support the core business
- bonding social ties through the Internet. Third, SNS allows for a fairly high level of
openness for external software developers. Third party programmers are able to obtain
descriptions of an Application Programming Interfaces (API) so that add-on applications
can be used in SNS structures. Other virtual communities do not have such a level of
freedom. Although in YouTube users are free to upload and share their user created
content (UCC), the software infrastructure itself is still closed rather than open.
Signified by a series of record breaking acquisitions in the global ICT industry
(e.g. News Corporation bought MySpace; UK based company ITV purchased Friends
Reunited), SNS has drawn a high level of attention from the business sectors as well as
the general public. In fact, during the early stage of Internet development, Web 1.0, social
networking websites made regular debuts. For instance, drawing upon the six degrees of
separation theory, sixdegrees.com was released in 1997 and focused on developing
4

indirect inter-personal relationship, that is, a means to know new people. The 5460.net, a
China based website for school alumni, was established in 1998 to tie former class mates
and organize cross school activities. Many other similar web services emerged, but few
survived. Sixdegree.com founder claimed that the website failed because it was “simply
ahead of its time” (Boyd and Ellison, 2007). In fact, most of the features provided by
Sixdegree.com became essential ingredients for the later immense success of MySpace,
which encourages members to elaborate their profiles through which they can create and
share personal information to socialize online.
Another important SNS phenomenon is that profit seeking organizations
including Procter & Gamble and Visa International are utilizing online social resources to
acquire business benefits. Public relation management (PRM) and customer relation
management (CRM) in business corporations have found a new channel to extend their
respective influences. On the other hand, the demand for online community developing
products has followed the rapid SNS expansion. A large number of new development tool
kits including OneSite and AlstraSoft E-Friends that support online interactive actions
and social activities have grown rapidly in the market.

Social Studies in IS
In its early stage of development, the IS discipline was connected with social
sciences in the aspects of theoretical references (e.g. social psychology and social
technical theory) and experimental design (e.g. ethnography and field study). This section
summarizes such connections with a focus on social exchange theory and the social
capital concept that have been widely studied by IS scholars.
5

Having originated in economics and sociology, the social exchange theory was
developed to explain the social behavior of humans in economic settings (Hormans,
1958). A distinctive feature of social exchange theory, when compared with general
exchange theories, is its view that actors conduct exchange activities with each other
rather than with an abstract setting such as a “market” (Emerson, 1987). Blau (1964)
describes social exchange theory as relationships in which each actor’s behavior is
contingent upon rewarding reactions from others.
The concept of social capital can be generally defined as “the social resources that
are developed through networks and connectedness, membership of more formal groups,
relationships of trust, reciprocity and exchange” (Howard, 2001). Social capital extends
into multiple dimensions. In some instances, social capital includes social norms,
obligations, and reciprocity, which vary depending on the cultural context. In fact, an
ongoing debate exists among researchers regarding whether social capital resides in the
individual participants or their relationships (Parameswaran and Whinston, 2007).
Social exchange theory and social capital theory offer important lenses through
which an actor’s motivation for participation in a virtual community can be studied.
Therefore, they are included in this research whose context involves a highly interactive
virtual community – SNS. Woolcock (1998) emphasized that social capital reflects
“norms and networks facilitating collective actions for mutual benefits.” Within the
Internet, collective actions and altruism prevail, raising an issue of how participants
justify their behavioral decisions in sharing knowledge or other valuable assets (e.g.
private information). The study can be conducted using an integrated view of social
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exchange and social capital theories, which analyze and interpret individuals’
participative motivation and their group dynamics.

Background of Web 2.0
Although the definition of Web 2.0 continues to evolve, there is a certain level of
consensus regarding the content of Web 2.0 technology. The major categories include:
online collaboration, information distribution, folksonomies, Internet Rich Applications
(IRA), online service automation, and social networking service. In Table 1, a brief
description of the transition from Web 1.0 to Web 2.0 is presented. Although not all
inclusive, the table delineates the technical leap that changes the virtual community. Bit
Torrent, a peer-to-peer (P2P) network, not only caused multi-million dollar lawsuits over
intellectual property issue but also make multi-media proliferation possible. Figure 1
composes of a series of popular Internet concepts and terms in Web 1.0 and Web 2.0.

Table 1
The Transition of Applications from Web 1.0 to Web 2.0

Advertising
File Sharing
Music Sharing
Online Content
Distribution
Personal Web Portal
Automatic Web Service
Content Management

Web 1.0
DoubleClick (acquired by
Google)
Akamai
mp3.com
Content Management

Web 2.0
Google AdSense

Personal Websites
Screen Scraping
Directories (Taxonomy)

Blogging
Web Services
Tagging ("Folksonomy")

BitTorrent
Napster
Wikis

Source: O’Reily, T. What is Web 2.0 - Design Patterns and Business Models for the Next
Generation of Software, 2005.
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In terms of online collaborations, Wikipedia.org is a website that allows visitors
to add, remove, and edit content, even without the need for registration. The word “Wiki”
– a Hawaiian word meaning “fast” was first used in 1994. As an online encyclopedia,
Wikipedia has its own shortcomings, including inaccurate or equivocal definitions that
sometimes mislead the audience. Therefore, Larry Sanger, the co-founder of Wikipedia,
initiated the project of Citizendium, which functions in a similar way to Wikipedia but
does not allow anonymous editing. In that new online encyclopedia, the system
introduces a new "editor" role for specialists in particular subjects so as to ensure the
quality of information.

XML
HTTP
Request
Weblo
g

Podcas
t

RSS

Folksonomy

SOAP
Web
Service

Wiki
1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

SNS
Platform

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

MMORP
2006

2007

2008

Figure 1
Timetable for Major Web2.0 Constituents
Modified from Granat, P. "Strategy first: How to Make Web 2.0 Work for You,"
Public Relations Tactics (13:11) 2006, pp 38.
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In terms of information distribution, the user-friendly and low-cost online content
management tools (e.g. weblog) nurtures a flood of information distribution on the
Internet. A weblog is defined as “a hierarchy of text, images, media objects, and data,
arranged chronologically, that can be viewed in an HTML browser” (Dearstyne, 2005).
Enabled by the Really Simple Syndication (RSS), weblog subscribers can read the latest
updates without an active visit to the content site. The conceptual origin of RSS can be
traced back to 1997, when the Resource Description Framework (RDF) was used to store
meta-data information. The major milestones in RSS development history can be
summarized as:
x

Rich Site Summary (RSS 0.91) by Netscape company, the RSS we know today;

x

RDF Site Summary (RSS 0.9 and 1.0) by a group led by Rael Dornfest at
O'Reilly;

x

Really Simple Syndication (RSS 2.0) by Harvard Law School under a Creative
Commons license.
Nevertheless, despite the proliferation of weblogs, only 27% of Internet surfers in

the U.S. read blogs. Thousands of blogs appear daily, many of them are plain pointless
(Baker and Green, 2005).
Folksonomies refer to a style of collaborative categorization of sites using freely
chosen keywords, often referred to as tags. Compared to traditional categorization
methods, which are pre-defined by content providers such as a website, folksonomies
offer a user-defined or user-driven approach in terms of content or knowledge
management, especially on the platform of electronic information processing and storage
(O’Reilly, 2005). Tagging allows for multiple overlapping associations, very much like
9

the way the human brain works. For example, a photo of a cat might be tagged both
“kitten" and "cute“, which derived from users’ retrieval preferences. In this way,
categories of information can be overlapped (O’Reilly, 2005).
One critical challenge for online content management (e.g. product catalogs in ecommerce websites) lies in the complicated and expensive implementation process of
creating and maintaining digital content, which often involves multiple design teams and
months of work. For sites (e.g., YouTube, Flickr, and MySpace) that contains user
generated content and an open structure for content providers, this challenge is even more
daunting when thousands (or even millions) of web pages are generated, viewed, and
shared among net surfers. Folksonomies address this difficulty by allowing the users to
organize and manage the content they interact with. Moreover, such a user-driven
approach gives online businesses a broader perspective in terms of how customers view
something that the company might see in different ways.
Internet Rich Application (IRA) has been considered as a major innovation in ecommerce penetration and software application development. IRA runs in client’s web
browser so that software installation is not required, because the application server holds
the data while transferring services and requests to the client side. One of the most
prominent developing platforms for IRA is Ajax, namely Asynchronous JavaScript and
XML, which is a web development technique for creating interactive web applications.
Ajax framework (e.g. Microsoft .NET) refers to a technology to build dynamic web pages
on the client side. Some features of IRA include:
x

Server Driven and Server Independent: The former contains server components
(e.g. ASP.NET) while the latter solely relies on Java Scripts (e.g. Apache XAP);
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x

Richer functionality;

x

More responsiveness;

x

Offer another solution for server-client infrastructure;

Security restrictions – Sandbox, which provides a tightly-controlled set of resources for
guest programs to run in. Another restriction is if the client disabled scripting in the web
browser, the functionality of IRA would be greatly limited.

Privacy and Trust in IS Research
In behavioral science, privacy refers to the “the ability of the individual to
personally control information about one's self” and safeguard against undesired
information disclosure (Stone, 1983). It is also defined as the quality or state of being
apart from company or observation; freedom from unauthorized intrusion (MerriamWebster, 2003). The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (United Nations, 1948)
stipulates that privacy is a fundamental human right, which is also recognized by many
other international and regional treaties. Privacy underpins human dignity and other key
values such as freedom of association and freedom of speech. It has become one of the
most important human rights issues of the modern age. Privacy is associated with the
interest an individual has in controlling, or at least significantly influencing, the handling
of data about himself (Clarke, 2006). Westin's (1967) theoretical analysis on the
functions of privacy suggested that there are four fundamental kinds of privacy: solitude,
reserve, intimacy, and anonymity. These dimensions have built the foundation for further
behavioral research that continuously extends the original scope of scientific inquiries.
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More dimensions such as isolation, intimacy with friends, and intimacy with family have
been discovered in various empirical studies (Pedersen, 1999).
In fact, basically all discussions involved with personal privacy can be
categorized into two types of privacy: defensive privacy and human rights privacy (Allen,
2004). Defensive privacy refers to the safeguarding efforts protecting information (e.g.
social security number, home address) about the individual that makes that person
vulnerable or increases his/her insecure perception. Human rights privacy can be closely
intersected with defensive privacy but the major difference lies in who abuses privacy.
Human rights privacy focuses on how governmental agencies, instead of individuals, can
violate privacy rights.
The value of privacy is emphasized in modernized human society in which it is
considered as one of the most important "ethical issues of the information age" (Smith,
1994). As computing networks revolutionize the way how human beings communicate,
information sharing has ushered a new era with ubiquitous accessibility. Such ethical
issues as information privacy have been identified as a major inhibitator hindering the
growth of technical advancements in business area (e.g. e-commerce). Hence, utilizing
conceptual achievements and validated theories discussed earlier, this research can
develop measurements that reflect user’s privacy concerns and perceptions in using SNS.
The four dimensions and two types of privacy provide important analytical power to
make inquiries regarding how a privacy construct mediates and interprets user’s
motivation behind online socializing behavior. It is also important to recognize that the
privacy issue itself receives distinctive social perception in different cultural settings. For
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instance, in the U.S., the society gives more attention to privacy protection and intrusion
than in Far East Asian countries such as China and South Korea (Hofstede, 2001).
Trust is an expectation or one's belief that the other party will behave in a
dependable, ethical, and socially appropriate manner (Kumar et al., 1995; Hosmer 1995;
Zucker 1986). Trust deals with the belief that the trusted party will fulfill its
commitments (Luhmann, 1979; Rotter, 1971) despite the trusting party’s dependence and
vulnerability. Hence, numerous researchers posited that trust is a vital factor in many
inter-personal relationships (Dasgupta, 1988; Moorman et al., 1992; Gambetta, 1988) and
even determines the nature of businesses and pertinent social order (Blau, 1964;
Fukuyama, 1995).
In MIS research, trust has been widely investigated about its role in human
being’s behavioral intention formulation. An archetypal stream in this regard is ecommerce penetration, which was considered as a main paradox in the age of Internet
commercialization. On one hand, technical and financial feasibilities are increasingly in
favor of public users in general and constitute the major momentum for exponentional
growth of e-commerce; on the other hand, despite great potential, such growth remains
marginal when e-commerce is compared with traditional brick-and-mortar business in
terms of annual revenue amount (Malhotra et al., 2004). Gefen (2000) argued that trust is
crucial in many traditional buyer-seller relationships that also prevail in the transactional
activities online due to the weakly proven guarantees on electronic vender’s side
(Kollock, 1999; Reichheld and Schefter, 2000). Other researchers have suggested that
online customers keep staying away from online stores whom they do not trust
(Jarvenpaa and Tractinsky, 1999).
13

Based on these early studies, it is theoretically speculated that trust is also
a critical factor in virtual community context. Many scholars of social studies have
empirically examined and verified how trust exerts formal impacts on group dynamics.
These efforts can well be found in the developments of social capital theory, social
exchange theory, and social value system (Granovetter, 1973; Coleman, 1988). But in
order to support such speculation, in-depth review in trust conceptualization is needed.

Research in Technology Acceptance
The research of technology adoption and acceptance is one of the most developed
streams in MIS (Lucas et al., 2007) and it’s history spreads over the last 40 years, during
which seminal conceptualizations have been devoted to the understanding of people’s
motivation to use, or not use, technology. In this section, a macro level discussion is
given to the interrelationships among supporting theories and how they contribute to
explain variances in user’s behavioral intention and predict the outcome of technology
acceptance.
To date, much of the past IT Diffusion research has introduced the general themes
and frameworks related to adopting, diffusing, or infusing information technology into
organizational life (Chin and Marcolin, 2001). Several widely used models utilize
theories from such non-IS disciplines as social or individual psychologies and put them
into a context of IT usage. The Technology Acceptance Model (Davis, 1989), for
instance, was built upon Azjen and Fishbein's work of the Theory of Reasoned Action
(Azjen and Fishbein, 1973). Further, as a complementary study, Azjen proposed the
Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) in an attempt to address dimensions that are
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overlooked by TRA (Azjen, 1985, 1991). Roger's Diffusion of Innovations (DOI) theory
dating back to 1963 laid the foundation for Moore and Benbasat's (1991, 1996) work on
DOI. To name a few other major developments, Cooper and Zmud's infusion model
(1990) and Goodhue and Thompson's (1995) Task Technology Fit (TTF) model
respectively offer their explanatory power to the adoption paradox, which still remains
problematic to organization’s effort in promoting innovative IT systems.
Davis’ TAM has been one of the most influential theories in MIS discipline
largely because (1) it drew on a body of research (Fishbein and Ajzen’s TRA) that had
been refined over time to a quite elegant and compelling formulation and (2) Davis took
that formulation and reshaped it to apply to a particularly difficult problem in the IS field:
why don’t people make more use of information systems (Goodhue, 2007). However,
some argued that TAM has diverted researchers’ attention away from other important
research issues and has created an illusion of progress in knowledge accumulation
(Benbasat and Barki, 2007). Although it is not the purpose of this study to justify either
side of the debate, investigating the trade-off among different models provides a more
solid groundwork in probing a theoretically sound research framework. TAM 2, the
extended model of TAM by Venkatesh and Davis (2000), explains perceived usefulness
and usage intentions in terms of social influence and cognitive instrumental processes.
The theoretical development evidences that social influence processes significantly affect
user acceptance. The Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) by
Venkatesh et al. (2003) is a synthesis of earlier efforts in technology adoption and has
resulted in a model (i.e., UTAUT in Venkatesh et al., 2003) that is based on TAM but
adds the constructs of social influence and facilitating conditions. Despite some criticisms
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arguing that UTAUT “brings us back full circle to TAM’s origins” because “adding
social influences and facilitating conditions to TAM results in a model that is not very
different from the TPB” (Benbasat and Barki, 2007), UTAUT demonstrates its powerful
explanatory power (e.g. significant paths among constructs using independent
measurement) and comprehensive structure thus is considered as an important theoretical
work in IT adoption.
Since the virtual community consists of social network members who are essentially
system (e.g. web-based profile manager) users and SNS represents social ties through
computer applications, TAM and UTUAT present validated constructs that are suitable
for this research context.

Cultural Influences
The Internet has fundamentally changed our communication patterns in which
people’s interactions are increasingly dependent on electronic communication channels
and less confined by territorial gaps. Such change has shrunk the distances among
physical locations significantly and thus brought about a brand new view of space and
time (Miller, 2002; Watson et al., 2002). As the globalization of business and systems
continues (e.g. offshore outsourcing), the need for study on the cross-cultural adoption
and use of IT has been soaring, which can be evidenced by the surging number of
pertinent research papers published and presented. Moreover, it is important to
incorporate cultural dimensions when investigating IT phenomena that reside in different
cultural undertakings. Such consideration involves testing correlations with validated
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measures of culture and making theoretical connections between the IS artifacts/practices
and cultural notions.
Albeit controversy exists regarding the conceptualization of culture, a popular
view of culture is based on dimensions. Such view depicts culture as shared values,
attitudes, and norms by a group of people, which are relatively stable and influence how
people behave (Avison and Myers, 1995). These cultural dimensions can be utilized to
illustrate and explain intrinsic differences between group-oriented behaviors. There are
various conceptual models that attempt to present a comprehensive coverage of national
level cultural dimensions. In IS research, a good theoretical analysis of cultural
measurement can be found in the work by Straub et al. (2002). Several models that are
widely drawn upon in this area include Hall (1990), Trompenaars and Hampden-Turner
(1998), and Hofstede (1984, 2001). A literature survey by Huang (2007) indicated that
national level cultural comparison dominates existing IS studies. Among them,
Hofstede’s work on cultural comparisons is the most frequently applied models on both
national and organizational levels. Hofstede (2001) defines culture as the collective
programming of the mind which distinguishes the members of one human group from
another. Through the studies among more than 60 countries and regions, Hofstede
suggests four dimensions reflecting the value system of national cultures: power distance,
collectivism versus individualism, uncertainty avoidance, and femininity versus
masculinity. A new dimension of long term orientation versus short term orientation was
added to reflect the degree to which a certain cultural group has a pragmatic and futureoriented perspective rather than a conventional, historic, and short-term point of view.
Such a dimension is mostly distinctive between American culture and Far East Asian
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cultures, the latter of which has been historically influenced by Confucianism. A more
detailed discussion of these dimensions is presented in the literature review section of
Chapter II.
Although SNS has enjoyed global popularity and received wide attention in IS
academia, few studies can be found to investigate socio-cultural factors and their
influences in specific research context such as privacy and trust. More importantly, as
Walsham (2002) pointed out that we should move beyond questioning whether culture is
relevant to how it is relevant, this research aims to reveal the hidden nature embedded in
SNS dynamics that might be attributed to social-cultural elements by leveraging
conceptual developments and examining conceptual measurements (e.g. Straub et al.,
2002).

Research Gaps and Opportunities
Recent developments in Web 2.0 have provided an opportunity to re-visit seminal
theoretical assumptions of technology usage within socio-technical environment. Online
social network is a rapidly growing field that imposes new questions to the existing IS
research paradigm. It is argued that information systems research must necessarily evolve
in response to the emerging trends (Lyytinen and King, 2004). One stream of research
which has been heavily lacking is SNS usage prediction (Hargittai, 2007). In SNS, the
form of social network is realized by computing networks where the individual assumes
an identity of an “avatar” – a software program generated graphical figure that represents
user in a digital computing environment. People are merging their activities of work and
living thus blurring the borders among their social contexts (Beck and Wade, 2006). Such
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new trends have become more sophisticated due to the increasingly robust data network
capacity and pervasive availability of communication technology. At present, research in
SNS is still in an early stage; hence the need to develop knowledge of virtual world
dynamics has become impending.
A major research perspective of SNS website is motivation for participation.
Although social science has developed longitudinal research in explaining the dynamics
of community life that promote the social factors resulting participation in a social
settings (Parameswaran and Whinston, 2007), there is a lack of effort investigating the
social activities in cross-cultural and virtual undertakings. Hence, this research intends to
extend such effort by leveraging two research streams: technology diffusion and crosscultural analysis.
Technology adoption and acceptance is one of the most widely researched topics
in IS research (Venkatesh, 2006). Criticisms arguing that individual level technology
adoption has been over studied notwithstanding, new research directions have been
constantly discovered. Among these new directions, online service has attracted interests
of the academic community. An SNS website, for example, essentially provides a service
channel to facilitate various social network interactions. Moreover, service channels are
highly correlated with their respective service contexts (e.g. Facebook to college students
vs. MySpace to general public), among which differences are distinct and important.
Cultural factors have been crucial for context oriented studies in both IS and sociology
fields. The global nature of the Internet “raises questions about the robustness of trust
effects across cultures” (Jarvenpaa et al., 1999). In SNS, not only trust but also privacy
has become a tremendous caveat for service providers, and investigating the combination
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effects of privacy and trust in a comparative cross-cultural study can lead to interesting
theoretical discovery and meaningful managerial implications.

Significance of the Research
The purpose of the study is to better understand individual perceptions and uses of
online socializing service in a cross-cultural research setting. In particular, the study
analyzes the combination effects of research streams (e.g. social studies in IS) that are
critical to individual’s decision making process of system adoption, and more
importantly, how such process differ in the East and West cultural environments that
interpret behavioral issues of system use differently (e.g. privacy concern is more
sensitive in U.S. than in China). The results of this study extend the current knowledge
base in the aspect of how perceived differences in trust, privacy, and motivation for
participation are related to SNS adoption in social contexts that share inherently
distinctive value systems and norms. Identifying predictor variables and measuring their
correlations in this study assist us to capture latent dynamics that are not covered by
previous work. For instance, individual’s perception and use of SNS website may yield
different expectations of what makes a SNS provider trustworthy. The rationale for the
research can be further explained by addressing these following questions:
Does the dissertation deal with a significant and meaningful problem that lends
itself to a substantial research effort?
The rapidly evolving Web 2.0 has created a void in IS research in terms of
understanding the reciprocal dynamics between virtual social community and the
physical world. Understanding such dynamics renders us the protocols to guide
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the practices in exploring business opportunities of emerging digital service and
conceptual developments in explaining or predicting human’s behavioral
phenomena in IS use.
Is the problem of interest to other scholars or practitioners in the field?
For scholars, the theoretical developments of user’s perception of social network
services provide them with valuable lens through which phenomena associated
with such innovative services can be studied. For practitioners, especially social
network service providers, this study renders important business implications of
pinpointing critical caveats (e.g. privacy issue) that may contribute to sustainable
customer acquiring and maintaining efforts. Another practical interest sheds light
on globalization of SNS business (e.g. MySpace China) as such strategy
incorporates regional and national segments that can be culturally unique.
Will the findings provide a basis for generalized conclusions or have practical
applicability?
As this study combines the strengths of both quantitative and qualitative research
methods, generalization is therefore warranted by the empirical design that
applies statistical techniques to make inferences about the general population of
interest. Since the research is guided by established theories and studies (e.g.
TAM and Trust by Gefen et al., 2003), its practical applicability can be promised.
Does the dissertation clearly address some aspect of social change and what are
they?
A critical aspect of social change resides in how people treat information privacy
when conducting socialization activities online. Such a new information sharing platform
offers a ground breaking avenue for social network construction and thus raises the issue
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of protecting personal data from inappropriate disclosure. Some other aspects of social
change include the shrinking communication gap introduced by information systems, and
SNS user’s perception of trust when secrecy of personal information is concerned.

Research Questions
The focal point is to examine the impact of culture (U.S. vs. China) on sociotechnical and psychological factors in formulating use intention of web-based social
network service. Investigating the intrinsic dynamics of such formulation process enables
researchers and practitioners to understand how and why people subscribe SNS in
distinctive social or cultural environment. More research questions are formulated as the
following:
1. What are the individual elements driving individuals participating in social network
service online?
2. What are the social elements driving individuals participating in social network
service online?
3. Are there any significant differences between the western cultural setting (U.S.) and
the eastern cultural setting (China) when these elements take effects?
4. If differences exist, how are they formulated?
Based on these research questions, detailed hypotheses are developed in Chapter
II so that the suggested interrelationships among previously mentioned notions can be
examined. The examination process is articulated in the Research Methodology chapter,
in which rationales for analytical techniques selection are presented.

Dissertation Organization
This dissertation is organized in five chapters with appendices. Chapter I
discusses the broader context and issues related to social network service. The main
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research questions are also presented in this chapter. Chapter II presents a comprehensive
literature review to acquire theoretical methodological evidences that are drawn upon in
the following areas: cultural dimensions, social exchange theory, social capital theory,
social influences of technology acceptance, and information systems privacy and trust.
Based on such review, theoretical inferences and hypotheses are described and research
model is proposed in the end of Chapter II. Chapter III articulates how scientific inquires
are made through a series of methods and techniques pertaining to samples selection,
statistical inferences, and measurements development. The methodology employs
qualitative research approach to address the context-oriented aspect of this study and
utilizes quantitative approach to generalize findings to a wider population of interest.
Chapter IV presents, explains, and interprets the data analysis findings to evaluate the
research hypotheses. Chapter V discusses the significance of research findings,
limitations and future research directions. Important business implications for
practitioners are also discussed so that the relevance side of the research can be covered.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW AND RESEARCH MODEL

This chapter presents a comprehensive literature review on social-cultural
research and technology acceptance. An in-depth look is provided in the aspects of SNS
associated phenomena including social impacts, cultural influences, business model,
structural layout, and status quo of SNS research in academia. In addition to trust and
privacy issues, this chapter also establishes the connections between social studies in IS
(e.g. social capital theory and social exchange theory) and user’s motivation of
participation in virtual community activities. Since these theories stress the socially
constructed elements such as culture, a review of cultural research is warranted. In the
end of this chapter, a conceptual framework is proposed based on the combination of
literature review and theoretical inferences. Research hypotheses are also generated for
further statistical examinations.

Social Network Service
Virtual communities have been growing dramatically over the last several years
as people appreciate the ease and convenience of information sharing through the
Internet. Although several forms (e.g. discussion forums, weblogs, MMORPG, and
online dating service) exist within the broad concept of virtual community, this research
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context specifically studies the social network service, or web-based social networks
(WBSN) (Katz and Golbeck, 2006), that allows participants to elaborate their electronic
profiles and establish their social networks connecting friends and knowing new people.
A critical idiosyncrasy of SNS is its loose and open design that allows for easy
formulation of social networks. When compared with other types of virtual community,
SNS has much higher popularity largely because people are able to extend their personal
networks much faster and easier. For instance, weblog and forum attract participants by
offering certain commonly interesting topics including politics, sports, electronic games
and religion, whereas SNS constructs its relationship infrastructure by concentrating on
individual nodes of social network, in which various dimensions (e.g. location, company,
school, interest etc) can be used to build and manage social connections. Such difference
can be depicted in Figure 2, where the left one (SNS) represents individuals participating
online activities that occur on the basis of each nodes. The other types of virtual
communities (e.g. online discussion forum and online game), however, build the
interpersonal connections on the basis of commonly shared interests including politics,
technology, and gaming experience.
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Interest#1

Interest#2

SNS

Other Virtual Communities
Figure 2

SNS vs. Other Virtual Communities in Network Construction

Infrastructure and Business Model
After the dotcom bubbles burst, venture capitalists have been acting extremely
cautious when selecting investment targets. But the advent of Web 2.0 seems to introduce
another wave of fierce competition over financial resources and creative business ideas.
SNS, one of the so called Web 2.0 pitches, achieved several record-breaking business
acquisitions that remind us of the dot com boom déjà vu. It seems as though not a day
goes by without a half-page newspaper reporting the somewhat unthinkable success of
MySpace, Cyworld and YouTube type of virtual ventures. The side effects of such a
surge span through several areas, one of which lies in online advertisement. Google, a
company that has been highly recognized as the leader in search advertising business,
sensed the resurrection of online display commercials and made a shocking strategic
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move to spend 3.1 billion in purchasing DoubleClick.com, a NASDAQ company that
develops and provides Internet advertisement serving services (CNN Money.com, 2007).
Display advertising rallied through out SNS websites and proved itself as a sustainable
idea by integrating SNS user’s profiles with advertiser’s product or service. In fact, the
SNS website had its debut long before the founders of MySpace and Facebook started
developing their business plans. SixDegrees.com and Classmate.com respectively
introduced their seminal virtual networking features that are widely replicated in today’s
SNS moguls. Figure 3 presents a timeline for a comprehensive list of SNS initiators. A
main explanation for the first movers’ failures (e.g. SixDegrees.com closed in year 2000)
is attributed to the weak readiness of Internet users who might not be mentally prepared
for moving their personal social networks to a somewhat immature platform.

Facebook (U.S.)
Cyworld (Korea)
OICQ (later QQ)

97

98

99

00

01

Cyworld (U.S.)

MySpace
(U.S.)

02

03

Mixi (China)

MySpace (China)

04

05

06

07

Re-launch Cyworld
of QQ
(China)
(China)
Xiaonei
Xiaonei
(China) YouTube,
Mobile
Yahoo
(China)
360, Ning

Hi5 Flickr

Six Degrees.com
Blogger.com

Figure 3
The Timeline for SNS Website Debut
Modified from Boyd, D.M., and Ellison, N. B. "Social network sites: Definition,
history, and scholarship," Journal of Computer-Mediated Communication (13:1) 2007.
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According to boyd et al. (2007), SNS websites can be defined as web-based
services that allow individuals to (1) construct a public or semi-public profile within a
bounded system, (2) articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection,
and (3) view and traverse their list of connections and those made by others within the
system. The nomological nature of these connections may differ from site to site, but the
backbone technologies of SNS websites are alike in consisting of a series of relationship
management programs or simply social software. These programs are diversified in their
special focus and strengths. For instance, YouTube is successful due to its robust
capability in streaming online video content and open content infrastructure so that users
can freely browse, distribute, and upload user generated content. Meanwhile, Facebook is
outstanding in establishing real life social connections through such dimensions as
universities, and it adopts an open application programming interface (API) thus
enhances social dynamics by incorporating value added applications, or widgets,
developed by outsiders. Important common features within SNS infrastructure can be
summarized into three categories: open APIs, customizable service oriented architecture
(SOA), and open content platform (e.g. compatible with various media types).
For many SNS websites, an imminent challenge is how the business can
consistently generate revenues. Charging the service fee to users is not feasible because,
at least in the current stage, the opportunity cost attached to SNS subscription is fairly
low for customers. Hence, advertising seems to be the only option that can fulfill the goal
of sustainable profit. Since advertisers will not invest on sites with low visiting volume,
SNS offers a valuable solution by providing contextual advertising or “targeted-ad” and
selling premium services to users including large data storage and more administrative
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rights. In this regard, both Facebook and MySpace have excelled in accumulating the
critical mass required to generate advertisement incomes. Using member profiles and
behavior tracking, the embedded website program can select the most appropriate product
or service to advertise according to user’s preferences. According to an eMarketer report
(eMarketer.com, 2007), the global revenue from advertising is projected to grow from
approximately $445 Million in 2006 to over $3.6 Billion by 2011, as shown in Figure 4.
Another noticeable new trend in SNS revenue generation is network agglomeration,
through which multiple social profiles can be integrated into one so as to easily manage
these profiles located in different SNS sites. Instant messaging tools and e-commerce
websites can also participate in the network migration process so as to extend their reach
to a wider population.

U.S.
Outside of U.S.
Worldwide

2007
$350
$335
$1,235

2008
$900
$530
$1,910

2009
$1,380
$745
$2,555

2010
$1,810
$970
$3,140

2011
$2,515
$1,115
$3,630

Figure 4
The Projected Growth in SNS Advertising Spending 2007 – 2011
Source: eMarketer.com (in millions)

SNS websites establish their customer base by concentrating on certain
dimensions of real life social relationships. There are services provided for online dating,
business partnership extension, and personal network management. Some SNS are even
targeting on niche segment of the market such as office ladies and industry specific
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professionals. The discrepancies of these business models have led to a shifting focus on
marketing efforts of SNS business. The dating SNS, for example, highly prefers vast
media broadcasting as the main approach to boost account registrations whereas the SNS
website consisting of small business entrepreneurs almost exclusively relies on oral
recommendation and solid partnership to expand the membership network. Dating SNS
allows, or to some extent encourages, screen name use to hide the true identity and
business SNS nurtures customer trust by using a real name system for registration and
communication. Being reluctant to utilize media advertising can be explained by the
inbound oriented nature of business SNS, which differs from dating SNS that gives the
top priority to accumulating as many visitors as possible.
There are several commonly adopted revenue channels available in the SNS
market and the strategy of combining these channels varies significantly from business to
business and country to country. Tencent Company, a Chinese Internet firm, has a regular
customer base of over 300 million people using the social networking software named
QQ. The company generates 63.6% of its annual revenue from the mobile value added
services, followed by online games and digital avatar accessories sales. For U.S. based
SNS company MySpace, advertisement contributes close to 100% of business income as
it does not impose charge on users, meanwhile, commercial revenue in Tencent accounts
for less than 5%. To obtain a broader view, Table 2 presents and compares the revenue
channels used by major SNS business in U.S. and China.
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Table 2
Revenue Sources for Major SNS Websites

*China based SNS business.
Legend: The number of Ɣindicates the level of reliance.

Issues in Social Network Service Business
Like many dotcom initiatives that took their stages in the past, SNS must also
confront issues and challenges that are unique to its own standing. In 2007, a Missouri
teenage girl committed suicide because her parents stalked her in MySpace using
disguised avatars because they were concerned if their daughter was socializing
inappropriately. The overwhelming embarrassment caused by privacy intrusion
eventually led to her suicidal action. A Canadian computer engineer utilized a loophole in
Facebook and successfully hacked in the personal profiles of Mark Zukerburg, the co31

founder of Facebook. Due to the proliferation of personal profiles within SNS websites,
who and how these data should be handled are concerned by SNS users, businesses, and
government agencies.
Information transparency is expected in a highly customized web service
environment (Awad and Krishnan, 2006). Dwyer (2007) pointed out that privacy within
social networking sites is often overlooked or undefined. Although many major SNS sites
explicitly present their privacy policy, the extent to which such policy is conducted and
adhered to remains controversial. The controlling of personal information distribution is
both technically and behaviorally challenging, thus creating a paradox where people on
one hand want quickly spawning personal network but on the other hand feel weak in
preventing private information from undesirable leakage.
Another issue lies in the global development of SNS. Unlike its counterpart in the
U.S., Chinese SNS websites haven’t taken off as expected because Chinese Internet users
seem to prefer other forms of web mediated communications, such as instant messaging
and Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game (MMORPG). Although
Xiaonei.com, a Chinese mirror SNS website of Facebook, acquires a significant base of
subscribers and remains the leading position in the industry, its performance cannot be
compared in the same caliber as that of QQ, an instant messaging tool owning 300
million active users. Cultural and economic factors might contribute to the phenomenon
as China and U.S. share very distinctive societal contexts. How to adjust and convert
such distinction to strategic benefits calls for rigorous and practical research that
considers a broader problem domain.
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In addition, a potential hedge for SNS firms’ sustainable penetration might be
rooted in its high level of overlapping customer base. Many users have multiple SNS
accounts and thus the overall scale of subscription could be exaggerated. Table 3
summarizes the membership overlap among various SNS providers, according to a report
in November 2007 by Compete.com, a U.S. based Internet traffic analysis company. It
appears that MySpace has dominated in SNS user subscription as it shares the lowest
number of customers (e.g. 20% with Facebook) while other SNS providers have a high
level of their subscribers who are also MySpace users (e.g. 64% of Facebook customers
have registered in MySpace) (Patriquin, 2007). As people compare their SNS services,
many of them will stick to one or two websites for long term usage and discard the less
frequently visited portals because it is easier to manage one profile than several. We have
witnessed the similar pattern in e-commerce in which companies such as eBay and
Amazon outlast competitors, agglomerated customers, and became the behemoths in their
own domains. Given the similar infrastructural features and marketing dynamics, it is
reasonable to speculate that SNS websites will experience a customer selection process
leaving incompetent business behind the rally. Some, however, perceive such
subscription overlap as an opportunity of service innovation that consolidates user’s
multiple social network accounts into one for convenient access and efficient
management. Using compatible Application Programming Interface (API) (e.g.
OpenSocial developed by Google), it is feasible to realize cross platform accounts
integration allowing proprietary SNS applications to seamlessly migrate user’s profile,
network, and data to another service. As a matter of fact, the so called “open social
infrastructure” has its origin in the early service transition from email to instant
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messaging tools. Microsoft and Yahoo! respectively implemented the Single Sign On
(SSO) concepts in their web email service with Yahoo Messenger and MSN. Doing so
benefits business in enhancing products’ cohesiveness and heightening the opportunity
cost barrier for customer selection.

Table 3
Overlapped Subscribers of Major SNS Websites

Bebo
Facebook
Hi5
MySpace
Ning

Bebo

Facebook

Hi5

MySpace

Ning

100(%)
25%
3%
65%
1%

4%
100%
2%
64%
1%

7%
24%
100%
69%
0%

3%
20%
1%
100%
0%

6%
35%
0%
44%
100%

Data Source: Patriquin, A. "Connecting the Social Graph: Member Overlap at
OpenSocial and Facebook.” Compete.com Blog. Retrieved on 2008-04-10., November,
2007.

SNS website has its origin in U.S., a western society having its unique
idiosyncrasies that cannot be directly generalized to a different societal context. How to
localized U.S. SNS business accordingly in other cultural settings such as China can
effectively determine sustainable success of company’s global operation. Experience has
indicated that oversea Internet ventures, despite how they are successful in their own
countries, do not necessarily outperform, or outlast, local companies. Despite the fact that
Google was one of the first online search engine founders in China back in mid 90s, an
industrial business report pointed out that its competitor Baidu.com has surpassed Google
China as the most popular and successful online search venture (Webster, 2008).
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Considering that social relationship has its root in highly sophisticated cultural and social
environment, it is more important for oversea firms to dissolve contextual ingredients
into SNS infrastructure design. So long as today is concerned, numerous international
SNS firms have entered the competition with local companies. Table X provides an
illustration between U.S. and China in terms of SNS ventures and their respective
characteristics. A cross-country comparison of SNS business is provided in Table 4.
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Leading SNS Websites in U.S. and China

Table 4

*The comprehensive statistics of portal websites (e.g. www.sina.com).
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As seen in the above table, it is difficult to obtain marketing statistics for Chinese
SNS websites as they are mostly dissolved into a larger Internet initiative rather than
individual operations. Sina Space, a social networking service, added to the portal
website sina.com, is considered as a “loss leader” because its contribution to Sina’s
business revenue is extremely marginal or even negative when compared with other
sectors within the corporation.

New Directions for Research in Social Network Service
The research of SNS must deal with two aspects of the phenomenon: technical
development and social studies. At present, limited research can be found in investigating
its impacts on human society at large. On the other hand, much work has been done in
social sciences to interpret economic behaviors of human in group setting (e.g. social
exchange theory) and the power of the social networking for social good (e.g. social
capital theory). Moreover, there have been many empirical and qualitative research works
investigating the relationship between societal factors and information systems in various
problem domains, mostly diffusion and adoption issues. In alignment with the purpose of
this research, Table 5 provides an overview of major studies in IS drawing upon
sociological theories, mainly SET and SCT. These studies have addressed the
motivational factors for participating online social network that is of scholarly interests.
Despite the seeming maturity of such research stream, there is a lack of comparison of the
extant IS research utilizing SET and SCT in a single study. Another important outcome
of having such comparison is to yield different competing theoretical propositions from
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which a justified model can be formulated to fulfill the investigative purpose of this
research.
It is argued that information systems research must necessarily evolve in response
to the emerging trends (Lyytinen and King, 2004). One stream of research that has been
heavily lacking is SNS usage prediction (Hargittai, 2007). It is also argued that an
important reason for the scarcity of work that predicts SNS usage is the lack of
appropriate data necessary to address such questions. Despite Internet-user studies
starting to focus on particular online behaviors, rather than considering all online actions
to be uniform (Howard & Jones, 2004; Wellman & Haythornthwaite, 2002),
categorizations of online activities have remained relatively broad, making it difficult to
understand who does what online, why, and how this influences the rest of people’s lives.
Hargittai (2007) further contends that college students in the U.S. constitute an ideal
population whose particular types of digital media uses have proved their high
connectivity levels. The Chinese college students also demonstrate the similar level of
connectivity and appear to be an ideal candidate for cross-cultural analysis of SNS usage
in this research. Another interesting area in SNS use stems from the nature of instrument
respondents. People in low age range dominate the virtual “hang out” places in basically
every cultural setting. Since young people are found to be much more wired than their
older counterparts (Fox, 2004; Madden, 2006), measurements must be catered and
variables need to be controlled for such idiosyncrasy to understand latent dynamics that
are of interest.
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Overview of IS Studies Using SCT and SET

Table 5
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Table 5 (continued)

As social computing and virtual communities evolve, people’s communication
behavior will be fundamentally changed. To face such an important trend, IS researchers
must continuously develop explanatory and prescient studies to guide our actions. For
instance, although many endeavors have been contributed to decipher Internet-mediated
transaction phenomenon in the perspective of customer trust and privacy concerns, there
is a lack of relevant research in SNS domain. Hence, this research aims to obtain
scientific evidences indicating how privacy and trust play different roles in SNS usage
between two distinctive cultural settings: U.S. is highly mobilized (low context),
individualistic, lack of long-term goal, and short power distance, whereas China has
strong collectivism, long-term orientation, high context, and obvious power distance.
Doing so is beneficial in making contribution to our understanding of emerging issues in
the social network service domain through the integration of cross-disciplinary theories.

Theoretical Considerations and Propositions
Computer networks have been used to support information and knowledge
exchange between geographically dispersed users and distributed social interactions
(Ahuja et al., 2003). Given that SNS is both an IT artifact and the communication
channel, a variety of antecedents are speculated to work together to influence individual’s
decision making to use SNS, which is sociology based, psychology based, and culture
based. Prior studies consistently find that information exchange in general is strong
related to factors such as strong ties (Wellman and Wortley, 1990), co-location (Allen,
1977; Kraut et al., 1990), demographic similarity (Pelled, 1996), status similarity (Cohen
and Zhou, 1991), and a history of prior relationship (Krackhardt, 1992), all of which are
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not solidly presented in electronic networks. Hence, this section elaborates on the
theoretical developments across multiple disciplines to interpret how user’s motivation of
participating social activities can be formed on the virtual platform. In the end of this
chapter, a unified research model is presented.

Cultural Comparison
The globalization of business has entailed the understanding of managerial issues
and practices that span multiple cultural domains based on national entities. In order to
leverage the power of ICT in multi-national organizations, cross-cultural studies offer a
referential knowledge base through which paradoxes and problems can be addressed in
either explanatory or predicting manner. A salient characteristic of multi-cultural research
is their comparative nature (Straub et al., 2002), which largely accounts for the heavy use
of the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) technique in relevant IS literature. The major
challenge, however, lies in the methodological area as substantial obstacles persist when
the access of investigative resources is hindered (Karahanna et al., 2002). Such limitation
is rooted in three discrete yet non-exclusive aspects: theoretical consideration,
subjectivity of researcher, and operationalization of research. Without rigorously
examined theoretical references, the validity of cross-cultural study is under serious
doubt. The personal and cultural background of the researcher may interfere or hamper
his/her capability from making sound logical inferences even though the correct theory is
used. When the research design is carried out, whether the rules (e.g. for measurement
development) are reasonably adhered to essentially affects the feasibility of research
findings.
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This section is dedicated to address the first aspect - theoretical consideration - in
order to justify the selected theoretical proposals and constructs in the research context,
that is, a highly collective online socializing platform. In the chapter of methodology, the
later two aspects will be further discussed when special treatments (e.g. measurement
equivalence suggested by Mullen, 1995) are proposed to the cross-nation research design.

Dimensions and Constructs of Culture. The global nature of Internet associated contexts
such as e-commerce and SNS raises challenges to the research society which has
constantly speculated technical and behavioral issues of IS that reside in the U.S.
Fortunately, cultural factors have increasingly received broader attention and are included
in many legacy paths aiming to interpret IT diffusions. Also, researchers are no longer
satisfied with identifying mediating latent variables (e.g. performance expectancy and
intention of use) that lead to interesting findings in IS usage but are keen to understand
how their relationships can be moderated. Some of these relationships might appear the
same in the model but patterns could differ (Xie et al., 1998). A good example can be
found in TAM, which has been studied to explain the use of information systems across
nationalities. Significant cultural differences are found in this line of research (Gefen and
Straub, 1997). In ANOVA, a basic moderator effect can be represented as an interaction
between an independent variable and a factor that specifies the appropriate conditions for
its operation (Baron and Kenny, 1986). Cultural factors consisting of U.S. and China in
this research are treated as moderating factors to illustrate their unique influential effects
to since important constructs of privacy, centrality, and reputation.
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Due to the nature of culture that spans through different levels (e.g. team and
organization), this research applies national label to culture to distinguish the character of
a society. Locke (1995) and Fukuyama (1995) pointed out that because of economic
integration and diffusion the cultural boundaries between national entities are becoming
increasingly fuzzy. In a virtual environment, such integration seems to be more obvious
as network technology has introduced a new avenue for cross cultural communications.
Despite such a trend, however, it is believed that cultural factors remain effective in
interpreting behavioral and social activities associated with technology development and
utilization (Doney et al., 1998).
Before research hypotheses are proposed, it is imperative to review the
comprehensive representations of cultural dimensions. These dimensions coexist and
interact with each other through out the following contextual layers: group, organization,
region, and nation (Karahanna et al., 2005). Two seminal conceptual developments are
widely utilized in both IS and non-IS academic works to conduct cultural analysis: Hall
(1990) and Hofstede (1983, 2001). Edward T. Hall contributed to the early investigation
of such key cultural factors as perception of time, inter-personal bonds, and commitment
to a relationship, whose effects indicate strong differences in “high context” and “low
context” national cultures. Context refers to “how individuals and their society seek
information and knowledge” (Kim, 2008). In a high context culture, people rely on
personal networks to obtain the desired information or intelligence. Also, there are many
contextual ingredients that constitute social norms and rules, which can be very difficult
to understand for individuals who do not have rich living experience in the high context
culture. Consequently, much is taken for granted in high context culture and thus norms
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and rules often assume hidden or embedded forms. China, Korea, Italy, and France are
the countries representing the high context culture. Whereas the U.S., Australia, and
Canada are low context cultures and their society allow for very little to be taken for
granted. Their main channel for information collection is more structured than high
context society thus consists of industrial report, market analysis, news, and government
announcement.
Overall, some countries are ranked high in the context level while some are low.
In terms of time perception, for example, India has such a high level context that the
hosts announce the meeting time a couple of hours earlier that originally scheduled
because guests will always appear at least one or two hours late. In the contrast, Germans
strictly adhere to the mutually agreed time for appointment and punctuality is a vital
personal quality for credibility. In business, French contracts are inclined to be brief and
abstract in written form as much of the information is implied in French culture.
American contracts, on the other hand, tend to be lengthy and extremely detail oriented.
China is a country where latent rules and norms permeate in social bonding and personal
network establishment. The U.S., on the other hand, embraces a dynamic and mobile
environment, which demands a lower context culture, according to Hall and Hall (1990).
Hofstede (1984) defines culture as “the collective programming of the mind
which distinguishes the members of one group form another.” He further dimensionalized
national culture based on wide empirical studies conducted in 40 countries. Research has
suggested that although different cultural models exist, they appear to be convergent in
conceptual domain. This research adopts Hofstede model because it is useful for SNS
context largely due to its methodology that is beneficial to study the relationship between
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cognitive trust and its underlying behavioral assumptions (Doney et al., 1998). Several
important dimensions are identified in Hofstede’s model: power distance,
individualism/collectivism, masculinity/femininity, uncertainty avoidance, and long/short
term orientation. Power distance refers to the degree to which the powerful members of
institutions and organizations expect and accept that power is distributed unequally.
European countries such as Denmark have a small power distance whereas eastern Asian
countries such as Japan has a big power distance that people in the lower social ranking
are less than likely to demand the right to contribute to and critique the decision making
of those in power. Individualism and collectivism are two contrast sides of the extent to
which people are expected to consolidate as a group. Individualism valuates the notion of
taking care of themselves or important partners. Collectivism, however, accords great
importance to integration of individuals to represent group level benefits. China is a
country that has long tradition in promoting individual’s contributions to and sacrifices
for the public goods, whose root can be found in Confucius philosophy. The U.S., on the
other hand, has one of the most individualistic cultures in the world. Masculinity and
femininity refer to the value placed on genders. Masculine cultures appear to be
competitive, assertive, and ambitious whereas feminine cultures place more value on life
quality and relationship management (e.g. family). Uncertainty avoidance reflects the
manner that social members attempt to mitigate the feeling of anxiety caused by future
uncertainty. By using formal and structural rules or regulations, people in high level of
uncertainty avoidance aim to be fully prepared, both mentally and physically, for the
unstable possibilities that can not be accurately predicted with the human knowledge in
current era. People in low level of uncertainty avoidance adjust themselves against
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unpredictable uncertainty by accepting the fact that it is out of their control. In this
category, Japan and South Korea score high while China and U.S. are ranked in the
middle. In long term oriented societies such as China, Japan, and South Korea, who score
especially high in this dimension, social members value perseverance, hierarchical
relationships that are based on social status, and sense of shame. Short term oriented
societies, mostly consisting of Western world, value normative statements, personal
steadiness and stability, protecting ones face, and reciprocation of greetings, favors, and
gifts.
The above cultural dimensions focus on the representation of the society in
general rather than individuals, which may demonstrate contradicting characteristics. A
Chinese who adheres to big power distance social order might entirely embrace
individualism. A U.S. citizen can be very individualistic yet respect others to maintain a
social harmony. Moreover, not all dimensions demonstrate significant different rating
scores between China and U.S. national cultures, as indicated in Figure 5, in which
individualism, power distance, and long-term orientation stands out as the most
effectively different cultural aspects.
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Masculinity
Individualism
Power Distance
Long-Term Orientation
Uncertainty Avoidance

Ratings
(U.S.)
62
91
40
29
46

Ratings
(CN)
66
20
80
118
40

Significance
of Difference
Weak
Strong
Strong
Strong
Weak

Figure 5
Comparing Cultural Dimensions Ratings Between China and U.S.
Source: Hofstede, G. "The Cultural Relativity of Organizational Practices and
Theories," Journal of International Business Studies (14:2) 1983, pp 75-89.

Based on the earlier discussion, it is suggested that to study SNS phenomena that
develop in two distinctive cultural environments, a specific perspective is needed to
provide in-depth understanding associated with the research questions. Hence, there are
four cultural dimensions included in the research model: Hofstede’s individualism, power
distance, and long-term orientation and Hall’s high/low context. These dimensions not
only create the strongest effect size for comparison analysis between China and U.S., it is
also congruent with the aim of research design to discover how people carry out their
social networking initiatives on a virtual platform.
Jarvenpaa et al. (1999) posit that a possible antecedent of trust may be the cultural
background of a consumer. Such argument is based on the analysis indicating that
cultural values impact consumer’s motives, attitudes toward choices, and action
intentions (Henry, 1976). It is further contended that individualists are much more likely
to trust others until they are given some reason not to trust (Jarvenpaa et al., 1999). On
the contrast, collectivism centered people are inclined to build their trust on relationships
with first hand knowledge, which is sensitive to intra and extra group boundaries
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(Triandis, 1989). Reputation serves as an upfront knowledge that can be reached within a
certain cohesively assembled group, and in many situations, helps to establish
individual’s perception of trust-worthiness of certain product or service. For business,
reputation is a valuable asset that requires long term investment and leads to long term
benefits (Doney and Cannon, 1997; Chiles and McMackin, 1996).
In addition, the differences regarding level of social awareness between Eastern
and Western societies can be found in academic literature. In a collectivism environment,
the needs of the group take precedence over those of individual (Gudykunst, 1997). Does
this mean that high collectivism level accompanies more significant social awareness and
thus moderates its relationship with privacy perception? A major limitation of previous IS
literature that studies consumer trust lies in the lack of evidences showing strong
differences in the antecedents of trust (e.g. privacy and social awareness). It is argued that
investigations of cultural differences in the antecedents of trust and the levels of trust in
culturally representative samples are specifically encouraged (Jarvenpaa et al., 1999).
Therefore, social awareness, as an indirect trust antecedent, deserves to be examined
under a moderating relationship that is controlled by cross-cultural factors. In addition, IS
literature has called for research investigating the interaction between intensity of
network centrality and cultural settings to see if they correlate in a significant way.
To sum up, it is necessary to investigate how cultural dimensions moderate the
influences of the following key constructs: reputation (social exchange theory), network
centrality (social capital theory) and social awareness (privacy antecedent). Their
respective theoretical hypotheses H1, H2, and H9 are further discussed in the next
following sections.
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Social Exchange Theory
Theories of collective action examining how an individual partakes of social
activities have been frequently utilized to resolve issues, paradoxes, and research
questions in IS paradigm (Gefen and Ridings, 2002; Hall, 2003; Kankanhalli et al., 2005;
Kern and Willcocks, 2005; Lee and Kim, 1999). Social science suggests that the social
dynamics of community life promote the social instincts for participation in a social
setting (Parameswaran and Whinston, 2007). As the use intention of social networking
service constitutes one of the focal issues in this research, the collective action theories
render an important tool to explain the research questions. It is also important to realize
that the interactive dynamics of online communities contain distinctive factors from those
of long studied social communities. Hence the new intellectual inputs are desired to fill
the knowledge voids. Among these factors, anonymity is pervasively found among
virtual collaborations using such symbolic proxies as screen name, emoticons, and
avatars. Additionally, non-immediate benefits and free ride opportunities are not popular
in real life social interactions but proliferate in BBS, e-forums, and social networking
websites.
Although social exchange theory is rooted in the field of economics and
developed to study social entities’ economic behaviors (Hormans, 1958), it was extended
to understand the social behavior in various types of organizational undertakings where
economic motivation alone cannot suffice to explain some of the major issues.
Nevertheless, a critical caveat must be addressed when borrowing social exchange
theory, which assumes that the exchange relationship between specific actors refers to
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actions contingent on rewarding reactions from others instead of an abstract entity of
organization or structure (Blau, 1964). One way to absorb such notion in this study is to
adopt an integrated view that considers the complexity of virtual socializing activities.
Emerson (1987) and Cook (1977) proposed the exchange theory that views actors (person
or firm) as dealing not with another actor but with a market. In SNS, people interact with
each other thus building a social nodes oriented communication network, yet, on the
other hand, constructing a loosely organized platform that can lead to substantial
marketing effects.
Blau (1964) formalized social exchange theory positing that individuals engage in
social interaction because they expect to receive some type of reward whose form does
not necessarily confine to monetary value but also emotional values including approval,
status, and respect. Wasko et al. (2005) further explain that one potential way an
individual can benefit from active participation is the perception that participation
enhances his or her personal reputation in the network. Reputation is an important asset
that an individual can leverage to achieve and maintain desirable status within a
collective environment (Jones et al., 1997). An important consistent finding between
virtual interaction and social exchange theory is that building reputation is a strong
motivation for active participation (Donath, 1999). When virtual teams collaborate within
an organizational setting, the chance to improve one's reputation provides an important
motivation for offering useful advice to others (Constant et al., 1996). Although in many
situations reputation leads to direct financial returns, there are more evidences indicating
reputation possesses unique dimensions that constitute a parallel construct along with
economic motivation. Therefore, it is hypothesized that:
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H1: The influence of perceived reputation enhancement on use intention of SNS
will be moderated by cultural dimensions so that perceived reputation has a higher
impact in a collectivism-oriented culture.

Social Capital Theory
One typical definition of social capital is “resources embedded in a social
structure that are accessed and/or mobilized in purposive action” (Lin, 2001). Research
on social capital has gone beyond focusing on small scale collective (e.g. team) benefits
to the community level (Putnam, 1993). The two way influence between individuals and
social groups constitutes the mechanism that both personal and social benefits are
achieved and maintained (Cross and Cummings, 2004). As Figure 6 indicates, social
capital theory’s dimensions of networks, trust, reciprocity, willingness to participate and
social norms are allegedly relevant to the momentum driving participation in virtual
communities in a sustainable manner. Parameswaran and Whinston (2007) suggest that
the focus on individual benefits having a role in building social relationships may be
worth investigating. More interestingly, in many of the online communities individualism
may have an equal or greater role than altruism in sustaining participation. Or, altruism
and individualism converge in a special way that their conflicting philosophical
assumptions resolve in this specific virtual setting. Examples are frequently seen in many
personality oriented online content portals that serve as a publishing platform for
individual expression rather than for any social goods.
Differences exist among the perceptions of what represents the social capital
concept. Some focus on the benefit created and accumulated in a collective setting. Some
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use the individual to conceptualize social capital. In this specific research studying SNS
use and perception, it is more appropriate to think that social capital exists among the
networked social relationships that consist of social nodes and “just as physical and
human capital facilitate productive activity, social capital does as well” (Coleman, 1988).
Such a view of social capital fully embraces relationship management philosophy and use
it to guide activities that aim to create and accumulate benefits, which could be social,
psychological, emotional and economical (Lin et al., 2005).
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Trust

x
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Contribution of Money
Frequency of participation
Membership heterogeneity
Source of group funding

x Helpfulness of people
x Trustworthiness of people
x Fairness of people

x How well people get along
x Togetherness of people

x Everyday sociability

x Asking neighbor to care for sick child
x Asking for help for yourself if sick

x
x
x
x
x

Have you volunteered
Expectations of volunteering
Criticism for not volunteering
Fair contribution to neighborhood
Have you helped someone

x
x
x
x
x

Trust of family
Trust of people in neighborhood
Trust of people from other groups
Trust of business owners
Trust of government and officials

Figure 6
The Dimensions of Social Capital
Source: Narayan, D., and Cassidy, M. F. "A Dimensional Approach to Measuring Social
Capital: Development and Validation of a Social Capital Inventory," Current Sociology
(49:59) 2001, pp 59-102.
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Because of its regulative institutional environment, organization is argued to have
unique advantages over an open structure social setting such as the market in creating and
distributing information and knowledge. SNS is a type of organization that treats
information distribution as its core strategic asset. Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1988) posit that
the combination and exchange of information/knowledge would be highly facilitated
when the following criteria are met: individuals are motivated to engage in such activity;
there are structural connections between individuals; individuals have the cognitive
capability to understand and apply the information/knowledge; inter-personal
relationships have strong and positive characteristics. They further summarize them into
structural capital, cognitive capital, and relational capital, which are theoretically justified
to interpret collective based dynamics analysis. SNS business invests on nurturing
structural capital that is created through the online social interactions between Internet
users in a network. Burt (1992) and Putnam (1995) argue that structural capital is a strong
predictor for collective activities, which is evidenced by Krackhardt (1992) who pointed
out when networks are dense and having strong direct ties between members, collective
action is relatively easy to achieve. Prior research has suggested an effective
measurement of structural capital – centrality. Centrality is a dependent variable of how
many social ties can be created by one individual. The more ties one can have, the
stronger centrality that person possesses. In SNS, such measurement can be reflected by
social node’s number of friend lists, social ranking in the network, how many posts and
responses generated on regular basis, and value added service subscription. Following the
notion suggested by Burt (1992) and Putnam (1995), it is hypothesized that:
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H2: The influence of network centrality on use intention of SNS will be moderated by
cultural dimensions so that network centrality has a higher impact in a collectivismoriented culture.

Technology Use and Acceptance
This section of discussion is based on reviewing a series of previous studies that
were selected in terms of topic, time of being published, and relevancy. Due to the
excessive amount of papers written on technology adoption, six candidates of theoretical
developments on e-commerce adoption have been selected and the review is presented in
a tabular format as shown in Table 6. The reason for including e-commerce adoption in
the literature review is because: research in SNS use and adoption is scarce in present
MIS research; SNS and e-commerce share important attributes of intertwined human and
technology dynamics including usefulness, ease of use, and trust issues. Attempting to
decipher the mysterious low penetration rates of e-vending platform compared with
brick-and-mortar business (Everard et al., 2005), these works have taken multiple
perspectives and drawn upon various theoretical foundations, many of which come from
other disciplines such as psychology and sociology. The objective of reviewing this
research is twofold: first, it assesses the current state of knowledge accumulated to better
understand and predict user’s adoption behavior; second, by comparing these theoretical
achievements, researchers can discover their similarities/differences to identify the latent
constructs that serve as antecedents to people’s use intention of subscribing to SNS. In
the online interactive environment where social nodes and ties exist, participants are
essentially IT users.
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SNS virtually represents the real social activities through digitalized applications
and computer networks. SNS also encompasses various kinds of services surrounding
people (e.g. friend search) and procedures (e.g. online technical service) supporting the
IT usage. Further, in the context of business organizations, Alavi and Leidner (1999)
discovered that the availability of electronic communication technologies does not
guarantee that knowledge sharing will actually take place, which extends the scope of
research from an individual level to the collective level. Therefore, in the case of SNS
usage, it is necessary to consider “soft” factors that are delicate and comprise of people’s
experience, feelings, and perceptions; where as the “hard” factors constitute the technical
platform to carry inter-personal communications.
There are many seminal constructs identified in the review of e-commerce
adoption research: performance expectancy, effort expectancy, trust, and privacy, which
are further discussed in the following sections.
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Table 6
Review of Prior E-Commerce Adoption Research
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Table 6 (continued)
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Table 6 (continued)
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Performance Expectancy. Performance Expectancy (PE) is defined as “the degree to
which an individual believes that using the systems will help him or her to attain gains in
job performance” (Venkatesh et al., 2003). In their “User Acceptance of IT: Toward a
Unified View”, Venkatesh et al. reviewed and empirically compared the eight models –
e.g. Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA), Theory
of Planned Behavior (TPB), and Innovation Diffusion Theory - that strive to understand
individual level technology acceptance process and formulate a Unified Theory of
Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT). In their work, it is found that some
constructs always have significant influence towards the intention of use. Therefore, this
section is designated to establish the legitimacy of including one of these constructs – e.g.
PE in the conceptual model through a review of PE’s associate constructs identified in the
previous studies.
Perceived Usefulness (Davis, 1989; Davis et al., 1989) is a root construct that
leads to PE. According to Davis (1989), the theoretical importance of perceived
usefulness and perceived ease of use as determinants of user behavior is indicated by
several diverse lines of research. For instance, Schultz and Slevin (1975) conducted an
exploratory factor analysis of 67 questionnaire items and came up with seven dimensions,
among which the "performance" dimension indicated the highest correlation with user’s
decision to adopt certain technical artifact. Further, from a different data analysis
perspective, Robey (1979) utilized Schultz and Slevin’s instrument and empirically
confirmed the significant power of performance dimension in explaining the variances of
two objective measures of system usage. Based on his findings, Robey (1979) theorizes
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that: "A system that does not help people perform their jobs is not likely to be received
favorably in spite of careful implementation efforts."
Outcome Expectations (Compeau and Higgins, 1995; Compeau et al., 1999)
refers to the consequential effects of a certain behavior or act. It was formalized in
computer self-efficacy (SCE) theory that studies individuals' judgment of their
capabilities to use computers in diverse situations (Compeau and Higgins 1995; Marakas
et al., 1998). OE can be separated into performance expectations that are job related and
personal expectations that involve with individual goals. Such separation provides better
refinements in describing and measuring the correlation between determinant variables
and dependent variables. Although OE serves as an dependent variable in CSE, it has
been used as predictor in various research contexts to estimate the outcome of behavioral
decision (Lee, 2005). Some of the validated measuring scales for OE include: 1). If I used
the system, I will increase my effectiveness on the job; 2). My peers will perceive me as
competent. The first item measures the job related while the second is for individual goal.
Performance Impact (PI) (Goodhue and Thompson, 1995) is a critical construct in
Task-technology fit (TTF) theory which holds that IT is more likely to have a positive
impact on individual performance and be used if the capabilities of the IT match the tasks
that the user must perform. Along with utilization, PI relates to the accomplishment of a
portfolio of tasks by an individual. Higher performance implies some mix of improved
efficiency, improved effectiveness, and/or higher quality (Goodhue and Thompson,
1995). Although the TTF model does not explicitly hypothesize or indicate the causal
relationship between PI and IT use, later research has validated such relationships in
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various contexts including e-commerce and virtual team collaboration technology
(Venkatesh et al., 2003; Maruping and Agarwal, 2004).
Based on the review above, the PE construct is widely considered as one of the
strongest predictors of use intention. Venkatesh et al. (2003) argue that PE remains
significant at all points of measurement in both voluntary and mandatory settings and
such finding holds among all previous models included in the comparison study.
Therefore, it is hypothesized in such SNS research context that:
H3: User’s perception on performance expectancy of SNS has a positive influence upon
formulation of use intention.

Effort Expectancy. Effort Expectancy (EE) is defined as the degree of ease associated
with the use of the system. This section focuses on justifying addition of EE to the model
proposed in this research context by reviewing pertinent constructs of EE and stressing
on its theoretical soundness.
Perceived Behavioral Control (Azjen, 1985 and 1991) was originated in the
Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB), which argues that individual's perception of the ease
serves as one of the determinant factors in the functional model of behavioral intention.
Along with individual's attitude toward the behavior and the subjective norms
surrounding the performance of the behavior, PBC influences the actual behavior
outcome through the mediating behavioral intention. According to Azjen (1985),
behavioral control is defined as one's perception of the difficulty of performing a
behavior. Due to the difficulty of obtaining and measuring actual behavioral control of
system users, perception of such construct is adopted as a proxy (Chau and Hu, 2002).
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Further, Goodhue and Thompson (1995) described the ease of use concept as one of the
eight dimensions used to measure the effectiveness of TTF model. In their conclusions,
ease of use indicates consistent significance throughout various empirical tests.
Perceived Ease of Use (Davis, 1989; Davis et al., 1989) is another seminal that is
defined as "the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would be
free from effort." The importance of perceived ease of use was also reflected in Bandura's
(1982) research on self-efficacy, defined as "judgments of how well one can execute
courses of action required to deal with prospective situations." Another supportive
research done by Hill et al. (1987) finds that both self-efficacy and outcome beliefs, the
latter of which is more related to perceived usefulness (Davis, 1989), exert an influence
on decisions to learn a computer language. A critical distinction of Davis PEOU when
compared with self-efficacy emerges in the measurement area. The former strives to
develop a series of scales that can be applied to IS adoption context whereas Bandura’s
efficacy theory is strongly situation-specific.
Complexity (Thompson et al., 1991) is defined as the degree to which a system is
perceived as relatively difficult to understand and use (Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971). It
is a construct that measures the level of impacts generated by technical difficulty to
intention of use but compared to PEOU and PBC, complexity sits on the other end of
continuum. For instance, one of complexity’s scale is worded as “Working with the
systems is so complicated, it is difficult to understand what is going on” versus “Learning
to operate the system would be easy for me”, which is a PEOU scales. Some can argue
that complexity scales and PEOU scales are mutually reverse coded (Thompson et al.,
1994). In the innovation diffusion research stream, it is widely recognized that the more
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complex the innovation, the lower its rate of adoption (Tornatzky and Klein, 1982;
Karahanna et al., 1999).
Although commonalities are obvious among PBC, PEOU, and complexity
constructs, PE and EE are strictly divergent and uniquely represent their own dimensions.
For instance, a key difference between PE and EE is that the effort oriented constructs are
speculated to be significant in the early stage of absorbing new technology or process,
and later become overshadowed by instrumentality concerns (Davis et al., 1989; Szajna,
1996; Venkatesh, 1999). Despite such difference, the importance of EE has been well
noted in the prior research. Following such tradition, this research hypothesizes that:
H4: User’s perception on effort expectancy of SNS has a positive influence upon
formulation of use intention.

Trust
In the milieu of e-vending, trust can be defined as the subjective probability with
which consumers believe that their information is kept private and safe in e-transactions
(Kumar et al., 1995; Hosmer 1995; Zucker 1986; Palmer et al., 2000; Mayer et al., 1995).
The level of trust heightens as users believe that a transaction will occur in a manner
consistent with their confident expectations. Trust plays a critical role in e-commerce
growth and receives influences from other latent variables. For instance, Chellappa and
Pavlou (2002) investigated the effects of constructs that, in e-commerce transactions,
allow people to distinguish between objective information security assessment and the
subjective consumer perceptions of security, the latter of which is found to have
significant effect on trust. Hoffman and Novak (1999) suggest that the primary reason
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many people have yet to shop online or provide personal information to a vendor is due
to a fundamental lack of trust with online transactions that require the customer to
provide credit card and personal information. Previous research has established that the
formalization of online purchasing intention is a function of user’s perception of the ecommerce technology (e.g. website interface) and their trust in e-commerce providers, or
in brief, a function of performance expectancy, effort expectancy and trust. Drawing
upon validated theoretical inferences in e-commerce trust research, this section looks
further into the process of trust perception development therefore extends these
understandings to a new research context – SNS.
Prior studies in e-commerce adoption have emphasized the role of trust as an
antecedent of participation in e-transaction environment, in which vendors can more
easily behave in an opportunistic manner than in tradition commerce due to a lack of
physical characteristics (Reichheld and Schefter, 2000). In this regard, trust helps
mitigate the uncertainty on the buyer’s side by eliminating the perceived undesirable risks
and negative consequences. Social complexity and social uncertainty (Geffen et al.,
2003b) concerning how others behave in virtual interaction contribute to an ongoing
continuum where trust determines what people expect from the situation, from both
social and business standpoints (Blau, 1964; Fukuyama, 1995). A useful theoretical
perspective assisting researchers to realize the prominence of trust in social and
transactional relationships is Social Exchange Theory (SET) (Homans, 1961; Kelley,
1979; Kelley and Thibaut, 1978; Thibaut and Kelley, 1959). Such theory aims to explain
people’s motivation of behavior that occurs without explicit binding contracts or legal
protections. Although some research (Gefen et al., 2003a) implies or argues that e66

commerce, to some extent, is free from such bindings of participants, SNS is even more
so considering the traded assets are mostly made up of non-business information and
intellectual pieces. The bottom line is, however, a trust oriented customer-business
relationship that is sought for by organizations in their own right but the significance of
this relationship is also subject to strong moderating influences from the nature of the
organization and its surrounding elements. The proposition that a trusting relationship is a
prime property in SNS business can be indirectly supported by the above literature
review in e-commerce studies, namely, if trust determines user’s behavioral intention of
adopting e-vending, it is considered even more to be determinant for the online
socializing landscape.
Several antecedents have been discussed by Gefen et al. (2003b). In their work,
McKnight et al’s (1998) classification of trust building processes was adapted into evending scenario. As it is discussed in previous sections, SNS and e-commerce have
much in common yet demonstrate unique dimensions in their own aspects. Using
inferences that are based on SET and trust in e-commerce, it is contented that the role of
trust in SNS is no less important, if not greater, than in e-commerce. Therefore,
familiarity, a knowledge-based antecedent of trust that is conceptualized by McKnight et
al. (1998), is included in the research model.
McKnight et al. (1998, 2000) have identified a comprehensive set of trust
antecedents, some of which some are excluded in this research: personality based trust,
cognition based trusts and calculative based trust. The first two consist of initial
formalization of trust (Mayer et al., 1995; Rotter, 1971) whereas this research context put
more weight on the ongoing or long term use of online socializing service. Another
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important justification lies in the nature of socializing activity itself, which is involved
with intensive influence from other participants. Further, personality and cognition based
trust are more intrinsic and resilient to external effects. A calculative based trust
antecedent is not considered in this research because in SNS, the major business element
is not a product for sale but a platform that facilitate socializing activities. There is no
direct financial transactions that necessitate the development of SNS website, instead,
inter-personal communications drive millions of people to connect online. On the other
hand, calculated-based trust involves rational assessments of costs and benefits of another
party cheating or cooperating in transactions (Buckley and Casson, 1988; Coleman, 1990;
Lewicki and Bunker, 1995; Williamson, 1993). Such assessment does not mediate the
formalization of trust in SNS as strong as the included antecedents do. It is, however, a
surging fact that SNS can receive momentum through integration with e-commerce
functionality. In the current stage, the feed of e-commerce is considered as value added
component only.
Familiarity refers to experience with the what, who, how, and when of what is
happening (Gefen, 2000). Luhmann (1979) suggests that as an individual obtains more
understanding of his/her surroundings, the level of social uncertainty decreases. He
further argues that “familiarity builds trust because it creates an appropriate context to
interpret the behavior of the trusted party.” In SNS, participant’s familiarity reflects
his/her knowledge regarding how the website operates and what procedures are involved
within the service. Luhmann’s argument has been investigated in e-commerce context
through a series of empirical tests (Gefen et al., 20003b), which concluded that
familiarity with e-vendor per se does not significantly increase trust when other
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antecedents are involved. It does, however, increase the model’s perceived ease of use
that fully mediates the significant relationship between familiarity and trust. This research
intends to extend the experiment to a still untouched area of online social networking
adoption lending to the following hypothesis:
H5: Familiarity with an SNS website will positively affect effort expectancy in that
SNS provider.
The benefits of a high level trust can be seen in multiple ways. From the
consumer’s perspective, people are able to save time and efforts in monitoring or
investigating the reliability and quality of vendor’s business (Kumar, 1996; Ganesan,
1994; Gulati, 1995). On the side of the service provider or online shops, retaining the
customer can be achieved in a less costly manner. Moreover, trusting relationships
provide a measurable assurance that the outcome will be fair for all participating parties
(Korsgaard et al., 1995) and all parties are in the relationship for the long run (Fukuyama,
1995). These benefits can well be reflected in both e-commerce and SNS settings where a
long term relationship is nurtured and welcomed. An important ingredient leading to
these benefits is the positive effect of trust on perceived usefulness of a service provider
(Gefen et al., 2003b). Such perception can be further decomposed into technical and nontechnical aspects. In this specific research, technical aspect refers to the technology that
realizes various features of online services (e.g. online profile setup and network
management) and personal supports (e.g. account creation and technical support) that
must be facilitated by human constitute non-technical aspect. Trust should enhance these
two aspects through user-website interactions that are long-term benefit oriented. In other
words, trust helps the user to establish a higher level of perceived usefulness of e-
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commerce or the SNS provider by realizing the benefits of fair outcome and long term.
The hypothesis is constructed as:
H6: Trust positively affects performance expectancy.
Geffen et al. (2003a) emphasize that trust is a central aspect in many economic
transactions because of a deep-seated human need to understand the social surroundings,
that is, to identify what, when, why, and how others behave. But trust is even more
crucial in certain transactional environments such as e-commerce and SNS. Although
SNS offers a very distinctive electronic platform compared with e-commerce, the core of
SNS consists of personal information that is considered valuable and helpful for users to
interact with the virtual social settings. The user must overcome certain psychological
barriers of trust in order to participate in SNS activities. In other words, SNS can not
prevail, at least in a sustainable manner, without the user’s belief in service providers
who promise not to exploit private information for unauthorized or inappropriate
purposes. Inappropriate or undesired personal information leakage leads to a crucial and
negative impact against trust, and thereby deters behavioral intention formalization of
SNS use. With such notion in mind, this study hypothesizes that:
H7: A user’s perception on trust has a positive influence upon formulation of use
intention.

Privacy
Trust has been substantially studied as a critical factor influencing the Internet
user’s purchasing intentions. Privacy, however, is another factor that should not be
overlooked (Dinev and Hart, 2006). Given its multi-dimensional and contextual property,
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various theoretical perspectives including psychological and sociological constructs have
been adopted to account for privacy’s intrinsic structure (Kelvin, 1973; Laufer and
Wolfe, 1977). In IS research, the emphasis is on information aspect of privacy that is
referred to as “the right to control the collection and use of information about oneself”
(Clarke, 1998; Mason, 1986; O’Neil, 2001). Viewed in this angle, privacy deals with two
major types of information: personal information and private information. The former
refers to information about a person such as name, address, and contact information.
Private information, on the other hand, requires higher level protection than personal
information because exploiting such information including bank accounts and medical
records makes an individual vulnerable in many potential ways. As information
distribution has ushered into a revolutionary era where networked computers proliferate
among inter personal and organizational communications, the issue of computer privacy
becomes more serious when: there is a lack of clear-cut ethical frameworks (e.g. ACM
codes of conduct) (Straub and Collins, 1990); the increasingly complex business models
demand for highly automated computer systems. It was argued that in our society, neither
schools nor companies emphasize enough on professional/computer ethics education and
proper codes of action enforcement that effectively address information privacy concern
(Couger, 1989). Such a phenomenon has been widely recognized in numerous IS
research, which attributes the issue to the heterogeneity in privacy management among
companies or even departments. Also, the capability of the individual to personally
control information about one's self has added another challenge to the complexity of
privacy safeguarding efforts.
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Due to privacy’s heterogeneous nature, perceptions of privacy invasion have been
shown to depend on multiple sources including information control, outcomes arising
from disclosures, information sensitivity, perceived relevancy of information use, and
target of disclosures (Stone et al., 1983). Although the implications of these findings
provide guidelines to organizational and societal policy makers who are concerned with
the treatment of information about individuals, it is difficult to implement relevant
research with such heterogeneity built into the problem context. Smith et al. (1996)
proposed a conceptual framework describing the primary dimensions of individuals’
concerns of organizational information privacy practices and validated the instrument for
measuring these concerns. His work also delineated the influential relationship between
the regulatory approach to the corporate management of information privacy and its
cultural value and individuals’ information privacy concerns (Smith, 2000). For SNS
providers, the customer data set has become a vital business asset and marketing tool that
is treated as classified business secret. For SNS users, privacy concern of their personal
information represents an attitude or cognitive state towards organizational use of this
information (Stewart and Segars, 2006). It is inevitable, therefore, in this research to
investigate the factorial structure of service subscriber’s privacy concern in the new and
evolving context of SNS.
Previous studies in IS has firmly built the theoretical foundation that privacy is a
mediator between people’s psychological traits and their behavioral intention to use
certain technology (Malhotra et al., 2004; Hann et al., 2007). Nevertheless, further studies
are in demand to investigate the path between information privacy construct and its
destination. In response to such demand, Suh and Han (2003) examined the factors
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establishing an Internet consumer’s trust and relevant security technologies (e.g. thirdparty digital certificate). Among these factors, user’s perceived privacy protection is
found significant in affecting customer’s trust in e-commerce. Moreover, Liu et al. (2005)
proposed a privacy-trust-behavioral intention model that considers individual’s
perceptions of privacy and how it relates to his/her behavioral intention to conduct etransactions. In such model, the predicting power of privacy as an antecedent of trust is
empirically verified. People have higher level of trust if stronger perception of security
control over their personal information is obtained. Such perception can be measure in
four dimensions according to the U.S. Federal Trade Commission: notice, access, choice
and security, all of which are proved significant to influence customer’s trust
establishment. Notice informs people, before the actual collection behavior, that their
information will be collected. Access allows the users to browse, edit, and delete their
own information. People can also have a choice to allow organization to collect their
information and such a choice should be available throughout the service subscription
process. Security offers reasonable assurance, such as privacy seal and encryption
program, that lets people know their personal information is kept secure. In this research,
these dimensions are fused into the measurement of SNS users’ perceptions on privacy
protection. One major limitation addressed in Liu et al’s study lies in the scope of
experiment which is limited to the U.S. only whereas e-commerce is a global
phenomenon (Liu et al., 2005). SNS is also a cross-nation service that incorporates
various cultural elements, whose effects must be included in the study.
H8: User’s perception of privacy positively affects trust in SNS use.
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With regard to privacy antecedents, Dinev and Hart (2005) suggest social
awareness and internet literacy are both related to user’s privacy concern. Although the
communication and transaction processes that are conducted online involve a certain
level of technical skill and literacy (Dinev and Hart, 2005), in this specific context of
SNS, as discussed in earlier sections, most of the service subscribers come from young
generation who consistently demonstrate a high level of computer and Internet literacy.
Hence, the focus of the privacy antecedent is placed on the social awareness construct.
Along with trust, social awareness has been identified in numerous IS and non-IS
academic literature as having high impact toward real and virtual life (Burn and Loch,
2001; Papazafeiropoulou and Pouloudi, 2001). Social awareness refers to public interest
and passive involvement in social issues that drive regulatory changes intended to address
social entity’s concerns (Dinev and Hart, 2005). These social entities valuate privacy as
an expression of personal dignity that is honored as an important individual right (Cohen,
2000; Swire, 1999; Swire, 2003; Westin, 1967). Due to their interests in social issues, it is
argued that high level of social awareness will lead to close adherence of Internet privacy
rules and strong sensitivity toward consequences of compromised privacy protection. The
public messages of personal information leakage and privacy breakage will catch their
attention and thereby re-enforce their knowledge and perception of potential security
threats and risks in virtual world. Following this notion, it is hypothesized that:
H9: The influence of social awareness on SNS privacy concerns will be
moderated by cultural dimensions so that social awareness has a higher impact in a
collectivism-oriented culture.
In addition to the four dimensions noted by Liu et al. (2005), further review is
needed to generate a comprehensive, yet may not exhaustive, list of salient dimensions
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representing privacy concept. Based on the Smith et al. (1996) instrument, Stewart and
Segars (2002) not only verified that the each dimension in this instrument is reliable and
distinct but also suggested a more parsimonious structure. Due to the high level of
interdependency among the dimensions, it is argued that consumers are concerned about
all of the following issues rather than any particular one: unauthorized access, secondary
use, errors, and collection (Stewart and Segars, 2002). Consumer’s concern of collection
is built on activities that collect and store extensive amounts of personally identifiable
data. Unauthorized access reflects the concern that personal data are subject to
inappropriate view or modification by individual who has no right to the access.
Secondary use refers to concern that the private information is collected for one purpose
but is used for another, despite the scope of such use is within or outside the collecting
organization. Error refers to the concern that protection mechanism is effective to avoid
intentional or accidental data manipulation error (Smith et al., 1996). It is important to
study the privacy construct within the appropriate context that represents an attitude or
cognitive state of consumers towards corporate use of information (Smith et al., 1996).
SNS apparently falls into such context and is subject to private information assurance and
protection. Hence, the above issues should be included in the measurement of user’s
privacy concern to properly reflect the factorial structure of such construct in SNS
environment.
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Proposed Research Model
The research model is proposed in Figure 7. Reputation (F6) and Centrality (F8)
are hypothesized to lead to Intention of Use (F9). Familiarity (F2) mediates Intention of
Use through Effort Expectancy (F2). Social Awareness (F5) leads to Privacy (F4), Trust
(F3), Performance Expectancy (F1), and eventually Intention of Use (F9). The factors of
individualism and collectivism are moderating variables that, theoretically, moderate the
relationships between F6 and F9, F7 and F9, F5 and F4.
Chapter III presents the methodological process used to examine these hypotheses
and justifies several special treatments that are uniquely desired by this research. In
addition, issues including instrument design, validity/reliability, and survey
administration are discussed by looking into the challenges and advantages of selected
methodology.
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Figure 7
The Proposed Framework for Cross-Cultural Study of
Privacy and Trust in SNS Perception and Use
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter presents the collection of approaches and procedures used to
investigate hypotheses raised in the previous chapter. Issues including instrument design,
validity/reliability, and survey administration are further discussed by looking into the
challenges and advantages of selected methodology.
The research methodology consists of three phases to leverage the strengths of
qualitative and quantitative methods. Phase I reviews extant research literature related to
the influential factors of online social networking participation. The purpose of this
exercise is to identify explanatory constructs from academic works across disciplines
including social network theory (e.g. SET and SCT), cultural dimensions, and individual
level technology acceptance. These constructs formulate a comprehensive model that
builds the conceptual foundation for empirical investigation. In phase II, the researcher
will conduct in-depth interviews of individuals that meet the minimal requirements for
web-based social network usage. These interviews will be guided by a qualitative
interview instrument, which contains a series of open-ended questions for the interview
process. Doing so allows the researcher to further elicit driving factors of user adoption
of social networking services. Finally, in phase III, along with the indicators generated in
phase I and phase II, the information from these interviews will be used to create a
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quantitative survey that will be distributed to a random population of SNS users. In this
way, empirical evidence can be obtained through analyzing users ratings of indicators
that pinpoint the significance of SNS use antecedents. The instrument will be subjected to
content validity analysis, the sampling frame will be identified to enable the broadest
generalization, and the instrument items will be assessed for discriminant validity.

Research Design
Research design or research framework is the glue that holds the research project
together. A design is used to structure the research, to show how all of the major parts of
the research project - the samples or groups, measures, treatments or programs, and
methods of assignment - work together attempting to address the central research
questions (Davis and Parker, 1997). The way to develop research designs is essentially
influenced by the idiosyncrasies of the research questions that are either are explanatory
or descriptive. Descriptive research, albeit not the focal issue of this study, makes
fundamental contributions in helping us to understand the shape and nature of the societal
phenomenon of interest. Without delineating how people carry out the virtual social
networking efforts in an unprecedented manner, it is impossible to formulate proper or
valuable questions that lead to meaningful academic pursuit. Hence, good descriptive
research is expected to provoke worthwhile ‘why’ questions, which call for explanatory
research to develop causal explanations. The descriptive facts of SNS present its
impressive growth rate and privacy sensitive nature and provoke questions including
whether user’s perception on private information protection promotes or hinders the use
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intention of SNS. If such inference is valid, the antecedents of relevant latent variables
offer an explanation of causality.
Nevertheless, a researcher can not directly ‘observe’ a causal relationship as s/he
does in descriptive analysis (Vaus, 2001). Causal relationship can only be studied using
inferences, which, however, are ‘necessarily fallible and indirectly linked to the
observables’ (Cook and Campbell, 1979). In reality, such inevitable fallibility prevents
researchers from reaching a definite deterministic law of operation that fully explains the
correlations among observable factors. In social studies, the complexity of human social
behavioral and highly context dependent research settings further complicate causal
analysis because the research subjects, namely human beings, contains subjective
components leading to behavior. Therefore, instead of deterministic explanation, social
scientists seek for probabilistic explanations in their research, where the presence of
variable X would increase the likelihood of the appearance of another variable Y
(Suppes, 1970). Moreover, because no full deterministic cause can be found, errors will
be introduced in cause inference process, which is why it is critical to come up with a
research design that minimizes the measurement discrepancies (Vaus, 2001). Despite the
difficulty of causality research in MIS, findings about causal effects of IT and pertinent
human behavior are often claimed to be deterministic. Statements like this are
comprehensible as human behavior is constructed and constrained in the structure of
social environment within which people reside. The immediate goal of research design is
to ensure the evidence obtained is able to answer the research question as concretely as
possible (Yin, 1989). Research design should not be confused with the work plan. The
former precedes the work plan and provides the starting point of work plan, which in turn
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specifies the details of research agenda regarding work phases, data collection and
analytical techniques to be used.
Cross-sectional research design is adopted in this research for investigating the
possible explanations to test theoretically hypothesized arguments presented in Chapter
II. Cross-sectional analysis involves observing the subsets of a population
simultaneously, in which, groups can be compared at different dimensions with respect of
moderating variables, such as individualism and collectivism. Unlike a longitudinal study
that involves a series of measurements taken over a period of time, cross-sectional
analysis takes place at a single point in time and bases its overall finding on the views or
behaviors of those targeted subsets, assuming them to be typical of the whole group.
Figure 8 presents the overall research design suggested in this research and Figure 9
describes the work plan that was developed and based on the research design.
As mentioned earlier, due to the probabilistic causality oriented nature of social
studies, we can only ‘infer’ the determining effects and estimate their strength using
generalizing techniques to draw conclusion about a wider scope of subjects that cannot be
practically reached in actual research. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to utilize
measurement that is as valid and reliable as possible in order to yield dependable
findings. The validity and reliability issues will be further elucidated in the instrument
design section.
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Figure 8
Research Design
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Work Plan for Data Collection

In IS research, the “methodological pluralism” or “triangulation” is desired
because the reality is ontologically stratified and differentiated therefore the research is
not a single, discrete event but a process of a number of phases (Mingers, 2001). Since IT
has both social and material properties, adopting such a triangulation concept can
establish legitimate grounds to reduce the methodological conflict between qualitative
and quantitative research approaches (Orlikowski and Robey 1991; Yin, 1994). Another
justification of using quail/quantitative method lies in the three methodological
dimensions proposed by McGrath (1982): generalizability, precision, and realism. It is
advised to incorporate the quantitative method’s strengths in generalizability, the
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qualitative method’s contribution to realism, and the rigorous control of experimental
design and instrument so as to strive for precision.

Sample Frame
An utmost important decision in terms of selecting research subjects must be
made before the research design can be carried out for data collection. The sample frame
for pre-test and large scale survey is drawn from college students whose ages range
between 17 to 24 in U.S. and China. The major advantages of such a frame lie in
simplicity and data accessibility. However, some may argue the convenience of data is of
concern and should be avoided whenever it is possible.
To justify using such a frame, it is important to revisit the focal issue of this
research, namely, how SNS subscribers adopt the new digital platform of social
networking and whether there is any unique development pattern of behavioral intention
within distinctive cultural settings (e.g. U.S. and China). It has been well recognized in
practice and research that the mainstream of SNS active users are young people or
students who invest much time and resource on virtual socialization (Boyd and Ellison,
2007). Due to their characteristic lifestyles, young people explore innovative computer
applications and are more open to accept them. Another important factor for the high
penetration of SNS among students lies in the readiness and availability of their social
relationships and common interests. Therefore, in order to investigate SNS related
phenomena, it is difficult to conduct meaningful research without studying young
computer/Internet adopters.
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Due to the cross-cultural comparison nature of this research, the data collection is
carried out in major colleges and universities located in a southern state of the U.S. and
metropolitan area in Beijing, China. For effective data analysis, the sample size of formal
data collection should be approximately 200 for each country (Hair, Black, Babin,
Anderson, and Tatham, 2005).

Data Collection
Before determining which technique should be used for data collection, one must
evaluate the alternative methods available for a certain study. In IS research, survey and
controlled experiment are widely adopted to establish causal relationships between
observed variables. Each of them bears advantages and disadvantages and it is contingent
upon various factors to decide which one has better fit with the research context.
Although it appears to be an art rather than science in terms of method selection, there are
certain general rules that can be applied to guide the decision making. These rules
generally consider the constraints such as: expected quality of the collected data,
estimated costs, expected level of errors, and length of the data collection period (Lyberg
and Kasprzyk, 1991).
A major reason for not using lab experiment in this study is because it is difficult
to manipulate extraneous variables that could jeopardize the intended research design by
replicating the natural setting of social context (Bailey, 1982). An artificially constructed
environment sometimes lacks of the necessary dynamics of social activities and thus the
validity of research findings is subject to challenge. This explains why lab experiments
are not as popularly used in social science as in other disciplines such as natural science,
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where more unobtrusive control is possible (Bailey, 1982). Considering its overall
appropriateness to the research, an explanatory survey approach is selected as the major
means to collect data from actual SNS users. In addition to survey, other content analysis
techniques including secondary data sources, archive data exploration, objective
measures or tests, and semi-structured interviews are used to compensate for some
limitations of quantitative data analysis.

Qualitative Data Collection
Since most of qualitative data are non-numeric, the ways to gather these data
collection largely emphasize the “realism” of investigated subjects. These techniques
range from interviews, observational techniques such as participant observation and
fieldwork, through to archival research. Both primary and secondary sources of data are
desired in this research. In Chapter II, insights of SNS development are generated based
on a wide range discovery of industrial reports, newspaper stories, national statistics,
descriptive research, and so forth. The techniques discussed in this and next section deal
with primary sources of data. Primary sources refer to those data which are unpublished
and which the researcher has gathered from the subjects or organization directly.
The interview pertinent with SNS use involves interviewees from China and the
U.S., all of which are active or potential SNS subscribers. The screening process
considers subjects’ commonalities and differences in personal traits including culture,
education, social network activity, and online experience. Myers and Newman (2007)
have suggested several guidelines for the conduct of qualitative interviews based on a
dramaturgical model of the qualitative interview. These guidelines are incorporated into
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the interview design to elicit the subjective, contextual, and spontaneous information
concerning online socializing activities. When conducting semi-structured interviews,
researchers should consider the following rules of thumb:
1. Situating the researcher as an actor. Establish the role of interviewer in the
beginning.
2. Minimize social dissonance. It is important for interviewer to obtain trust of
the interviewee in a sense of gathering reliable qualitative data.
3. Represent various ‘voices’. Due to the variety of interview subjects (e.g.
Chinese and American SNS users), it is necessary to reflect interviewees’
idiosyncrasies.
4. Everyone is an interpreter. The researcher should allow for different
interpretation of a social object, which has different meanings in different
societal environment.
5. Use Mirroring in questions and answers. Mirroring respondent’s information
in consecutive questions helps researcher to focus on the world of interviewee
thus mitigates the possibility of misunderstanding.
6. Flexibility. The semi-structured interview used in this study leaves rooms for
unexpected dimension of information provided by interviewee.
7. Confidentiality of disclosures. It is important to keep interview data
confidential. Doing so also helps the interviewee to better cooperate during
the interview process.

Table 7 presents the instrument for the semi-structured qualitative interview.
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Table 7
Questionnaire for SNS Use and Perception Factors Elicitation
Qualitative Instrument

Demographic
Questions

Preliminary
Questions

Trust
Concerns

Privacy Concerns

Reputation
Centrality

Other Concerns

Gender
Age
Nationality
Occupation
Years of using SNS
Have any negative experience of socializing online?
Do you have an account in SNS portal?
How experienced do you think you are using the SNS portal?
Do you tend to trust the source of information even if you have
little knowledge of it (Pre-adoption Knowledge)?
Does your trust largely depend on the extent to which you are
familiar with the specific SNS provider?
Do you think it is important to have the transparency of
personal information protection policy and business process in
order to build up trust?
Do you think it is helpful to have an active interaction to form
trusty relationship when using SNS?
What helps you trust your SNS provider?
What are the major concerns you have in determining whether
submit personal information in SNS portal?
Are you concerned with whether SNS portal guarantees the
accuracy of data?
Is it important for SNS portal to safeguard your personal
against unauthorized access?
Is it important for SNS portal not to trade my personal
information without permission?
Do you feel that socializing online makes you look good among
my friends?
Do you have strong connections with your social network
partners? Are there many of them?
Do you find online socialization sustainable?
Do you feel uncomfortable socializing online because you are
not a technically savvy user?

The goal of having open ended qualitative questions is to discover any factors that
might not be addressed in previous studies, especially when SNS is such a new topic. The
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qualitative data might be treated as stand-alone data set that can be use to: reinforce the
findings in quantitative analysis; complement quantitative analysis; introduce more
context dependent explanations to the study.

Quantitative Data Collection
When using the explanatory survey approach that makes logical inferences from
non-experimental data, the researcher does not need to manipulate predicting variables or
make assignment of groups because the variables are observed in their natural settings
(Selltiz et al., 1976). Epistemologically, surveys provide one way of obtaining and
validating knowledge. Newsted et al. (1996) raised the question whether surveys had
outlived their usefulness and concluded that surveys are appropriate in certain conditions
and less useful in others. During the 1997 International Conference of Information
Systems, Allen Lee pointed out that surveys are particularly useful in determining the
actual values and interactions of variables when the study embraces the positivist
paradigm. Overall the survey approach can be seen to have the following strengths: easy
to administer, determines the values and relations of variables and constructs,
generalizability, replicability, capable of testing theoretical propositions in an objective
fashion. The weaknesses include: static capture of behavior at one place and time,
sensitive cross-contextual validity, lack of rich description of a situation, relatively weak
evidence for causality when compared with a well designed experiment.
Given the research focus is on individual’s characteristics, beliefs, and feelings,
Selltiz et al. (1976) argued that an explanatory survey is applicable when studying
complicated social phenomena in which causal patterns contains multiple factors and
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more than one predicting variable is found. The main purpose of conducting the survey is
to move from observations to theory validation by using an instrument that captures
necessary data in an unbiased manner (Cronbach, 1971). Doing so requires a clear
understanding of the concepts of constructs and their relationships which are important to
make sense of human behavior involving information systems use.
Considering such constraint factors as time, financial cost, and the psychometric
nature of data required, the administration of a survey is conducted in a hybrid way using
both paper-based and web-based questionnaire. The selection of sample subjects is
strictly based on how well the characteristics of the target population can be represented.
Specifically, the samples should be drawn from people who heavily utilize virtual
resources to facilitate their social network relationships. Following the fact that most SNS
adopters are between 18 and 24 (see chapter II for further statistics of SNS use), the
researcher collects data using large scale questionnaire from college students in major
comprehensive universities in the U.S. and China. Mirroring the seven guidelines by
Myers and Newman, Churchill (1979) suggested six phases to investigate behavioral
patterns from an empirical perspective: specify the domain of construct (e.g. culture,
trust, and privacy); generate a sample of items, purify the measure, assess reliability with
new data, assess construct validity, and develop norms.

Quantitative Instrument Design
The quantitative survey has been widely used in MIS research and has established
a research stream of its own (Chin, 1995). The items are borrowed from previously
validated IS research and social sciences with no modifications. Doing so offers a great
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level of protection against the risk of invalid measurement introduced by inappropriate
indicators. Straub (1989) argues that if conditions permit, researcher should use a legacy
instrument that has been empirically tested in various settings and avoid making changes
as best as possible. If items must be modified, rigorous work should render justifications
in both theoretical and empirical standpoints.

Scales Development
In terms of psychometric response scales, a five point Likert scale is selected:
Strong Disagree/Disagree/Neutral/Agree/Strongly Agree. The reason lies in its good
balance between parsimonious design and room of response. Although many advocate
the use of a wider range of scale such 7 or 10, Dawes (2008) found that data from 5-level,
7-level and 10-level items showed very similar characteristics in terms of mean, variance,
skewness and kurtosis after a simple transformation was applied. Plus, it is somewhat
ambiguous regarding the differences between “somewhat” disagree and “somewhat
agree”.
Due to the indirect observation nature of a psychometric instrument, response bias
poses challenges in collecting effective data that accurately reflect the social facts. These
challenges include: central tendency, acquiescence, and social desire bias. Designing a
scale with balanced keying, such as a five point scale that has an equal number of
positive and negative statements, can mitigate the problem of acquiescence bias because
acquiescence on positively keyed items will balance acquiescence on negatively keyed
items. Meanwhile, the other two are mot subtle to handle in the execution of survey
administration. For central tendency bias, since this is not a self evaluation of certain
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performance, respondents are expected to answer questions according to their true
perceptions. Also, compared to 7 or 10 point scales, the 5 point has an advantage in
decreasing the effect of central tendency bias. For social desirability, the researcher can
assume the anonymity of the survey so as to lead to a more trustworthy response as it
conceals individual’s identity.

Proposed Instrument
The theoretical proposition and pertinent hypothesis are rooted in research
literature of IS and socio-cultural theories that help to explain the research questions
suggested in this study. There are three general areas covered by these questions:
technology use and acceptance, social behavior motivation, and cultural influence. The
survey questions are based on the review of legacy literature ranging from TRA/TPB,
TAM, UTAUT, social capital theory, social exchange theory, privacy, trust, through to
cultural comparison in IS adoption. Moreover, additional items could be added from
exploratory interview. In Table 8, a list of proposed items, along with the origins of
measured constructs and their definitions, is provided for further empirical investigation
of SNS use and perception.
As explained in Chapter II, performance expectancy, effort expectancy, trust,
reputation, and centrality directly involve with the probabilistically deterministic
causality explaining use intention of SNS. Social awareness, privacy, and familiarity
exert their impacts on dependent variable through the proxy effects of the direct
constructs. Individualism, power distance, high/low context, and long-term orientation
serve as a moderating variable that solicits differences caused by cultural setting. The
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literature review of aforementioned constructs is critical in generating items for
quantitative instrument.

Table 8
Proposed Research Instrument
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Table 8 (continued)

Content Validity
After the initial instrument has been developed, a critical question regarding
content validity should be asked to address whether all legitimate measures of constructs
are covered. Albeit there are different ways to ensure content validity, this research
suggests an expert panel review through which the comprehensiveness of indicators can
be evaluated (Straub et al., 2004). The panel consists of six individuals including the four
dissertation committee members who have rich experience and knowledge in their
respective expertise areas. A major task for them is examining the exhaustiveness of
survey items. At the end of the review, a revised instrument will be developed for official
data collections.
In addition to content validity issue, the expert panel is also beneficial to validate
the instrument in the following aspects: the questions are stated clearly and accurately;
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the research can expect the respondents to answer what they are supposed to answer;
minimize the overlap content that is addressed by the questions to increase efficiency.
The last but not least issue is the cross-cultural validation of the instrument, which is why
the expert panel is divided into two cultural backgrounds: three original Americans and
three Asians. In this way, the consideration is given to ensure the same items are valid in
measuring respondents’ perceptions and attitudes towards SNS use even though they
have distinctive cultural roots.

Measurement Equivalence
Mullen (1995) suggested that research must consider whether the results are true
differences attributable to culture or merely measurement artifacts. Due to some unique
methodological idiosyncrasies that are not pertinent of intra-cultural research, achieving
cross-cultural equivalence is an essential prerequisite in ensuring valid cross-cultural
comparisons (Karahanna et al., 2002). As such, every cross-cultural study needs to
establish cross-cultural equivalence. In the past, researchers have widely used a series of
equivalences in their methodology to interpret research findings. Some of the most
popular ones include: translation equivalence, metric equivalence, and construct
equivalence (Hui and Triandis, 1989; Mullen, 1995). Although these equivalences come
in sequence, in practice, the border becomes blurry. However, a critical evaluation for
rigor of cross-cultural study is whether all of these equivalences can be satisfactorily
achieved.
Construct equivalence refers to whether a given construct has similar
meaning across cultures (Van de Vijver and Leung, 1997). Gefen et al. (2003) argued that
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much IS research has been done in multi-cultural context and the findings of comparative
analysis have provided evidences that trust and adoption related constructs can be
measured in a similar manner. According to Mullen (1995), metric equivalence refers to
the extent to which respondents across cultures rate the measurement scale in the same
way. On one hand, the five point Likert scale is one of the most frequently used scale
systems in the world. On the other hand, earlier IS research (e.g. Jarvenpaa et al., 1999)
has utilized unified measurement scales in culturally comparative analysis whose metric
equivalence did not compromise the validity of research findings. Karahanna et al. (2002)
suggested that wording and translation are important means of overcoming some biases
caused by inconsistency. Translation equivalence requires accurate translation from one
language to another but at the same time should avoid losing the power of information
elicitation that comes with the original version of the instrument. To accomplish this,
researcher works closely with a language expert who has years of professional and
academic experience in language translation between English and Chinese. In this case,
the instrument is subject to both semantic and conceptual verifications to ensure the
maxim level of obtaining desired information from respondents.

Common Method Bias
Common method bias remains as a major threat to behavioral science. Using
TAM as an example, Straub et al. (2004) argued that the means of obtaining respondent’s
perceptions of PE and PU are problematic “because all measures are self-reported and
undoubtedly tied together in the minds of the respondents.” In order to avoid the
cognitive dissonance, the respondent is inclined to demonstrate the consistence motif
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(Podsakoff et al., 2003) in answering whether to use the system if it is perceived useful
and easy to use.
Although not all IS scholars consider common method bias as a serious threat to
our research, it is suggested to adopt a cautious strategy when designing and
administrating surveys. Campbell and Fiske (1959) advocated a two-method comparative
solution to address common method bias. For instance, after the respondents have been
asked about their use intention by filling out the survey, another procedure can be carried
out to compare respondent’s actual behavior with their answer. The challenge for this
solution lies in the practicability as it is difficult to observe or monitor these behaviors.
Further, the two methods must be significantly different (Straub et al., 2004). Hence,
some researchers have looked into statistical standpoints and proposed other solutions.
Using Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) in SEM, discriminant validity test can be run
to examine the threat of common method bias. Randomizing the order of items is another
solution suggested by Straub et al. (2004), who argued it is helpful to minimize the
variances introduced by single data collection method. At last, since the fact that most of
respondents in this study are SNS adopters beforehand, it is speculated that the effects of
mental consistence are limited.

Non-Response Bias
Regardless whether online or paper-based format, non-response bias has been
considered a major limitation of survey as a data collection method. Low response rate is
problematic and sometimes fatal as the researcher failed to capture the effective size of
samples thus unable to yield meaningful and reliable findings (Etter and Perneger, 1997).
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Although there are several factors leading to such bias, the major cause lies in the poorly
designed survey that contains ambiguous questions. In mail-in and self-administrated
surveys, non-response bias is more popular.
To mitigate such weakness, this study adopts the following strategies proposed by
Kanuk and Berenson (1975) in the survey design and data collection: 1) Keep the survey
reasonably succinct and short; 2) Guarantee anonymity; 3) Offer feedbacks to
respondents; 4) Provide certain level of observance during the administration process

Pretest
Pretest refers to a research process/experiment that precedes a full scale study to
examine whether operational constructs or variables are appropriate for further analysis.
A pretest can use various forms of experiments and aims to replicate the formal
experiment but on a smaller scale. A pretest is a indispensible part of the overall research
methodology (Hunt et al., 1982). Conducting a pretest is valuable in a sense that should
anything be missing in the small scale experiment, it can be added to the experiment so as
to enhance the chance of official experiment success.
An important rule of thumb in conducting pretest is to use sampling subjects who
have the closest characteristics with those of full scale data collection. For this research,
both groups of college students in the U.S. and China will be selected to complete the
questionnaire to provide further feedbacks in terms of appropriateness of items, length of
time required to finish, and overlooked dimensions. This feedback will be considered in
the process of finalizing the instrument that will be distributed to a large scale sample
target.
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CHAPTER IV
DATA ANALYSIS & INTERPRETATIONS

This chapter serves for two purposes. One is to describe data collecting
procedures. The other is to present data analysis results, using both qualitative and
quantitative methods. Supportive empirical findings are further explained, along with
how statistical assumptions are satisfied. These statistical evidences are used to examine
the previous hypotheses that are generated from literature study and inferences. Both
descriptive and interpretive data analyses using Structural Equation Modeling techniques
are provided. This chapter answers research questions from a confirmatory perspective,
links theoretical assumptions and conclusions, and completes the research methodology.

Qualitative Data Analysis
As mentioned in Chapter III, qualitative data can reveal the “realism” aspect of
investigated subjects. Using narrative style and open ended interview questions, rather
than retrieving answers based on fixed-options multiple choices, one is able to obtain
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data that are context-oriented and of interest, that is, SNS use experience (Shim et al.,
2002). Therefore, as complementary findings to quantitative data analysis, this section is
dedicated to the interpretation of perceptive data obtained from interviewees in a focus
group environment.

Method Description – Focus Group
To further understand user behavior in SNS context, especially in comparative
situations – U.S. vs. China, the respondents are encouraged to freely discuss and
exchange their personal experiences of using SNS in detail, including privacy, trust,
social awareness, familiarity, etc. Due to the contextual and conversational nature of
focus group discussion, the interviewees feel comfortable to express their true thoughts
and opinions, which are valuable in terms of content validity.
The focus group method selects a group of interviewees (in this case, less than
10), which consist of individuals that meet the pre-screening requirements (Morgan
1998). They participate in the discussion whose topic is designated by the researcher. As
a validated approach in behavioral sciences, focus groups are administered in both U.S.
and China contexts. All participants are selected SNS users including rejecters (used SNS
and decided to discontinue usage). It is important to ensure these interviewees have
common understandings about what they are going to discuss for the research, hence a
certain level of homogeneity is desired within each group. For cross-group comparison,
cultural background (US vs. China) should be the only heterogeneous indicator.
Therefore, in order to match the two groups, the U.S. group members come from a rural
university setting and the Chinese group members were selected based on their having
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non-urban college backgrounds. Doing so permits focus on the variances among SNS use
perceptions based on cultural differences alone rather than other factors.
Two groups of SNS users are formed for the interview processes. For the U.S.
group, the interview occurred in a face to face environment. For the China group, due to
the geographical distance, an online group discussion session was used to collect
participants’ responses. Such Chinese group discussion is real time and consisted of vocal
and visual contacts through microphones and webcams. It is notable that a couple of SNS
rejecters are also included in the interview (both U.S. and China) because the research
contains privacy and trust dimensions which, in some cases, results in usage
discontinuance and rejection. A purposive sample can be obtained through the screening
process that considers candidates’ personal traits such as culture, education, social
network activity, and online experience. Table 9 and Table 10 present the profiles of
interviewees in U.S. and China groups.

Table 9
Respondents Profile – U.S.
U.S. Respondents
Interviewees

Age

Gender

Education

SNS Experience

College Student #1
College Student #2
College Student #3
College Student #4
College Student #5
College Student #6

20
23
22
22
22
21

M
M
M
M
F
F

Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate

4 Years
4 Years
2 Years
3 Years
2 Years
< 1 Year
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Table 10
Respondents Profile – China
Chinese Respondents
Interviewees

College Student #1
College Student #2
College Student #3
College Student #4
IT Consultant #1
IT Consultant #2
Self Employed #1

Age

20
20
19
21
22
22
24

Gender

Education

SNS
Experience

M
F
M
F
M
F
M

Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor

2 Years
3 Years
3 Years
2 Years
4 Years
3 Years
1 Year

There are six participants in the U.S. group (20 – 22 years old) and seven (19 – 24
years old) in China group. All of them are college educated and proficient in using
computing technology. They also socialize online regularly. Among the Chinese
respondents, there are three industrial people who have recently graduated. Whereas all
respondents in the U.S. sample are currently enrolled in college. The demographic
backgrounds of American and Chinese interviewees are similar thus provides common
ground for comparison. To many interviewees, SNS website is just one of many tools
they rely to carry out virtual friendships. However, there is a trend among them
consolidating communication tools (e.g. instant messenger) into a portal, which is
convenient and rich of stickiness.
Myers and Newman (2007) have suggested several guidelines for the conduct of
qualitative interviews based on a dramaturgical model of the qualitative interview. In
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addition, Rosemann and Vessey (2008) applied several rules for focus group method in
conducting behavioral research. These guidelines are indicated in Table 11.

Table 11
Qualitative Interview Guidelines
Guidelines

Source

Did the interview questions relate directly to the stated purpose of
the focus group?
Was there an initial meet-and-greet period prior to the formal
focus group interaction?
Were the focus group members told that the discussion would be
recorded and that all comments would remain confidential?
Did the moderator encourage all focus group members to share
their thoughts freely?
Did the moderator probe for more specific information without
influencing the response when a member wished to elaborate
further on a specific issue?
Did the analysis procedure follow a sequential process involving
notes that verified key points that arose during the focus group?
Situating the researcher as an actor. Establish the role of
interviewer in the beginning.

Rosemann &
Vessey (2008)
Rosemann &
Vessey (2008)
Rosemann &
Vessey (2008)
Rosemann &
Vessey (2008)
Rosemann &
Vessey (2008)

Flexibility: The semi-structured interview used in this study leaves
rooms for unexpected dimension of information provided by
interviewee.
Minimize social dissonance. It is important for interviewer to
obtain trust of the interviewee in a sense of gathering reliable
qualitative data.
Confidentiality of disclosures: It is important to keep interview
data confidential. Doing so also helps the interviewee to better
cooperate during the interview process.

Rosemann &
Vessey (2008)
Myers &
Newman
(2007)
Myers &
Newman
(2007)
Myers &
Newman
(2007)
Myers &
Newman
(2007)

In order to minimize social dissonance, the discussion topics were designed to be
balanced in terms of sensitivity and generalizability. Namely, the respondent should not
be intimidated by answering personal questions yet, on the other hand, they should feel
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comfortable to express his/her true thoughts. In addition, the respondents were picked so
that they had little knowledge about others in their group. It is also helpful to demonstrate
moderator’s qualifications and research credentials such as dissertation design,
identification, and documents from IRB approval prior to the beginning of the discussion
session. The confidentiality is guaranteed. Doing so alleviates candidates’ worry about
personal rights violation. After the above measures are taken, the next step is to elicit as
much information as possible from group members. By raising relevant and interesting
issues, candidates are encouraged to provide their opinions. Further, their responses
trigger each other thus formulating a chain reaction of thoughts.
Result Interpretation
The profiles of both the U.S. and China groups are built to correspond with
representative main stream SNS subscribers. Hence, their feedback is initially expected to
be valid. Each group interview lasts about one hour, during which the moderator raises
issues and makes notes of participants’ responses. Using such interpretive techniques as
assuming interviewee’s role, moving from parts to the entire message, and identifying
common patterns, the researcher is able to delineate certain dimensions that deserve
further elaborations (Shim et al., 2002). More importantly, these findings are
complementary to quantitative analysis that is weak in discovering individualistic
experiences and social dynamics of investigated phenomenon.
The comments from interviews are organized in two settings – U.S. and China.
Such cross-group comparison requires that the topics share common natures and the only
discerning factor is cultural backgrounds. In the next section, interview notes are
organized to illustrate live experiences of SNS users with regard to these aspects: SNS
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usefulness and why it has become a major hit to the online community; possible
inhibitors that, if not addressed well, may hinder a healthy growth of SNS penetration;
social stickiness among various groups that are culturally distinctive. These aspects
represent the interviewee’s honest thoughts about how SNS has influenced the society at
large. The findings from qualitative analysis can be used to confirm or revise certain
relationships among key constructs, such as familiarity and trust, social awareness and
privacy. Some of the discussions are repetitive and thus are condensed and paired.

Results Interpretation
In terms of perceived usefulness of SNS, the U.S. interviewees responded as the
following: Student 1 argued it is not merely a fad but an evolutionary communication
channel similar to the cell phone, which is why it succeeded. Student 2 stressed that the
2008 November election has not only put presidential candidates but also Facebook in the
spot light, indicating such a virtual platform is able to extend its influence on and off the
digital platform. Others agreed and some further pointed out that the most important thing
is the system “really works.” All of the respondents were positive that SNS succeeds in
meeting the expectations of effectiveness. Another student said: “it is very useful and I
bought the idea at the beginning. My friends stay online all the time and my network just
keeps growing.” Nevertheless, when they were asked if being useful is the only factor
that leads to sustainable adoption of SNS website, some showed different opinions than
others because “I meet my friends everyday and I don’t need to go online to check out
what they are doing. I know already. It is just something we do together and it is fun.”
The Chinese interviewees responded: “Kaixin (a Chinese SNS website) is an Internet
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miracle that flourishes unexpectedly and quickly,” said one Chinese student. He also
thinks SNS is a great way to communicate and entertain people. “SNS is effective in
fulfilling its purpose,” he added. A major distinction of Chinese responses is that they
kept mentioning American SNS products to compare with Chinese ones. “I can see why
SNS is a hot topic at present. But don’t know if they can sustain the heat because unlike
America, where a couple of major SNS providers rule the market so it is relatively stable,
the Chinese market is a chaos.” The student further argued that there are too many
followers in China and they are all just copying other’s work rather than nurturing
original creativities. Others added that it is because if you don’t follow, you lose. Being
unique comes with a price, a price most service providers are unwilling to pay. It is just
too risky not to follow.
In terms of perceived ease of use of SNS, the U.S. interviewees responded as the
following. Student 4 said: “It is easy to use. Most of the things are simple and interactive.
I think the learning curve might be different depending on the level of computer
experience.” Student 3 said: “A major reason I go to SNS website is because it is
convenient. You can see all sorts of things that going on with your friends. It takes a lot
less time to do the same thing in MySpace than using MSN or AOL. It is like a one stop
website and you have it all.” According to Student 5, “My little cousin is doing it and all
his friends have accounts in MySpace.” Another student reported that she prefers
Facebook over MySpace because the user interface in MySpace is too “flashy and
confusing.” Although this is only one person’s opinion, others agreed that convenience
and easy to use are very important to SNS popularity. For the Chinese interviewees, some
responded that “It is a piece of cake to use those SNS websites,” said a college student.
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“You don’t need special training to learn how to use it. Follow the user guide and search
in FAQs if problem occurs.” But on the other hand, someone pointed out that as the SNS
provider attempts to increase the level of information richness, it makes things a little
more difficult to understand. As the student explained: “Balancing between richness of
applications and ease of use has always been difficult. However, given the fact that most
SNS subscribers are young people and computer literate, people are more interested in a
service that is dynamic and interesting.”
In terms of privacy and trust of SNS use, the U.S. interviewees responded as the
following: Student 6 is not interested in using SNS not because she didn’t try, but
because she doesn’t want to publish her information online. She said: “I know a lot of
people using it and it is a good idea. But I have good connections with my family and
friends, if I don’t have so much to put on the website, why should I use it? The people
who know me know me and those who don’t, don’t need to know.” Knowing that
MySpace and Facebook information is searchable in Google, group members are
concerned about their privacy protection. “I will definitely be more cautious in what I put
in my profile or make comments. I know some companies go to people’s webpage and
look around, especially if they are hiring.” Some argued that the service provider should
be responsible for securing user’s privacy. “I will make sure they have a good privacy
policy before I decide to sign up,” said one student. The Chinese interviewees responded
their concerns of trust and privacy as well. The self employed user is not a strong believer
in SNS privacy protection because “it is so pervasive and easy to get other’s information
by following them online. More importantly, in a workplace where people can access a
co-worker’s computer easily, personal information is not safe at all so I don’t trust that
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environment and the system.” However, some SNS users seem to be less worried by SNS
privacy threats. “You just don’t give away any personal information like address, phone
number etc…” said one student. Another IT consultant suggested that “it takes more than
just not giving out personal information. A lot of times your identification is revealed in a
passive manner. The computer will contain many of your traces that you don’t even
know.” IT consultant 2 added that “SNS website gets tricky when your network expands
and you lose your track of who is getting in what information. For example, a person in
your friend’s list adds you as a friend but neither your friend nor you know this person
and yet he has full access to your profile.” Most interviewees agreed that in China, people
are following the American SNS users regarding being increasingly concerned with SNS
privacy protection.
Social awareness has been identified in numerous IS and non-IS academic
literature as having a high impact upon real and virtual life (Burn and Loch, 2001;
Papazafeiropoulou and Pouloudi, 2001). Social awareness refers to public interest and
passive involvement in social issues that drive regulatory changes intended to address
social entity’s concerns (Dinev and Hart, 2005). For the U.S. respondents, they are fairly
concerned with what is happening in society given today’s pervasive access of media.
However, most of them disagreed that SNS is the source for them to keep aware of social
events. They still rely on traditional news channel and Internet media. It appears there is a
distinction between personal social network and social network at large. In addition,
group members generally agreed that active SNS users have the tendency to be interested
in public issues. After all, these issues are penetrating SNS websites on regular basis.
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For the Chinese interviewees, all group members indicated strong tendency to be socially
concerned. Failing doing so seems to be a negative trait for a person. As IT consultant 2
said: “Chinese culture is coherent and people are curious, sometimes intrusive, to know
what is going on.” “This is especially the case for young people. We are in an era of
information and our career demands us to be responsive to social events,” agreed by
Student 5. Similar to their U.S. counterparts, they do not consider SNS website as a good
source for social changes. Although in certain situations, SNS can facilitate the spreading
of news or incidents, it cannot replace news media.
When discussing the social culture differences between west and east, the U.S.
group members generally agreed that the U.S. is an individualistic oriented society
compared to some eastern countries such as China. Such distinction is rooted in their
respective cultural origin and history. As one student pointed out: “I think American
culture has higher value on individuals themselves.” Another student added: “We love
freedom and are reluctant to restrictions. We enjoy expressing ourselves.” Responding to
how much they know about differences between U.S. and Chinese social cultures, some
said: “I think Chinese people are good at working together and following instructions. I
watched a Chinese parade on YouTube and they are amazing in performing group
activities. The American culture gives us room to develop ourselves and encourage us to
be creative.” The respondents also realized that having team work training in school
environment is necessary. For the Chinese respondents: “The Chinese culture is
changing,” said one student, “although we strongly adhere to the tradition as being
collective, we now try to embrace the western philosophy that deals with individualism.”
The discussion was steered to the direction of listing pros and cons of each culture. The
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self employed respondent said: “Since we are more collective, it is easy to develop a
social reliance whereas self reliance is scarce. On the other hand, such social reliance
might lead to the lack of creativity and frequently copy other’s work.” Another student
further explained how he describes the difference between western and eastern cultures in
social interaction. He said: “Take having conversation for example, western style is like
playing tennis while eastern is like playing volleyball. The former focuses on the in-depth
exchange of information and the latter focuses on group interaction, as Figure 10
indicates.

Figure 10
Social Interaction – West (Left) vs. East (Right)
Source:http://imga.deyi.com/month_0910/20091027_9c62bd274e1317b1a5e2vBIk0F7ee
XKw.jpg
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Summary
The findings of the textual data analysis indicate the following themes: Chinese
SNS providers are imitating American SNS providers regarding business model and
applications development. Nevertheless, it is noticeable that U.S. SNS websites are not
on the top contenders list in the Chinese SNS market, despite the first mover advantage.
Both groups are positive regarding the effectiveness of SNS. Most of them appreciate its
easy to use interface. Compared to the American subscribers, Chinese users are relatively
less worried about the privacy breach in SNS. Using further probing questions, it is found
that privacy threats exist in China and the late arrival of threat perception is possibly due
to the role of follower. But Chinese users are becoming more and more concerned about
privacy issues when they surf on SNS websites. Obviously SNS is not playing a role of
an information source for social changes, unlike the news media. SNS mainly remains as
a platform for personal networks in both cultural settings – the U.S. and China, despite
their cultural differences in social interaction. These findings are summarized in Table
12.
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Table 12
Summary of Group Interviews (U.S. and China)
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Table 12 (continued)

Qualitative data analysis offers a realistic perspective explaining SNS use among
investigated audience. Such finding can be studied along with quantitative data analysis
so as to present a comprehensive picture. For instance, the ease of use of SNS is well
recognized by interviewees who are strongly computer literate. Does it imply that that
experience plays such a role as moderator affecting the path between ease of use and use
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intention, as suggested by Venkatesh et al. (2008) in TAM 3? To answer the question, it
is necessary to analyze psychometric data from large scale surveys.

Quantitative Data Analysis
Widely used in behavioral sciences, perceptional data are analyzed statistically to
discover interesting patterns hidden behind human behaviors. In this research, it is
important to pinpoint significant differences between the U.S. and China data groups in
the aspects of SNS use, related behaviors, and perceptions. Respondents are asked to
report their true opinions according to a structured survey that contains items generated in
literature review and qualitative data analysis. In the following sections, these items are
examined to demonstrate what are common and what are not between American and
Chinese SNS adopters.

Method Description – Large Scale Survey
Lee (1989) argued that surveys are particularly useful in determining the actual
values and interactions of variables. Overall the survey approach can be seen to have the
following strengths: compared to interpretive methods, it is easy to administer; it
determines the values and relations of variables and constructs; generalizability and
replicability are tested; it is capable of testing theoretical propositions in an objective
fashion. The weaknesses are also obvious: static capture of behavior at one place and
time, sensitive cross-contextual validity, lack of rich description of a situation, relatively
weak evidence for causality when compared with a well designed natural science
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experiment. Considering these facts, this research combines qualitative and quantitative
methods to offset their weaknesses.
Selltiz et al. (1976) argued that an explanatory survey should be adopted when
studying complicated social phenomena in which causal patterns contains multiple
factors and more than one predicting variable is found. The main purpose of conducting
the surveys is to move from observations to theory validation by using an instrument that
captures necessary data in an unbiased manner (Cronbach, 1971). Due to the constraint
factors such as time and location, both paper based and web based survey instrument are
used. The selection of sample subjects is strictly based on how well the characteristics of
the target population can be represented. Specifically, the samples should be drawn from
people who heavily utilize virtual resources to facilitate their social network
relationships. Following the fact that most SNS adopters are young adults between 18 and
24, the researcher collects data using large scale questionnaire from college students in
major comprehensive universities in the U.S. and China. Mirroring the seven guidelines
by Myers and Newman, Churchill (1979) suggested six phases to investigate behavioral
patterns from an empirical perspective: specify the domain of construct (e.g. culture,
trust, and familiarity); generate a sample of items, purify the measure, assess reliability
with new data, assess construct validity, and develop norms.
To justify the use of the web survey, geographical constraint alone is not enough.
Some potential challenges regarding web-based and paper-based combination include
discrepancy due to distinctive method. Nevertheless, a major justification lies in the
mature penetration of web based computers among young adults in the U.S. and China.
Such fact mitigates the differentiating effects of web-based vs. paper based methods
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because web technology is not unfamiliar to survey respondents. Moreover, language
could be argued as another discrepancy generator. Therefore, language translation is
emphasized with great care by language experts. The process of translation contains
iterative feedback from pilot test respondents to ensure the accuracy of wording.

Data Collection & Analysis
The procedures of quantitative data analysis are depicted in Figure 11, which
consists of eight steps to reach the final statistical conclusions about the hypotheses
testing. The first step is executed in two different countries. Paper-based in the U.S. and
web-based survey collection in China. The justification of such combination has been
provided in the previous section.
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Figure 11
Eight Steps of Data Collection and Analysis
*This study requires model re-specification.
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The second step demonstrates respondents’ social background that is consistent
with the research design, namely, young adults with appropriate SNS use experience. The
third step is a pilot study that fulfills several purposes. It examines initial content validity
of the collected data. For example, non-response bias is a major threat to the validity of
the survey method (Straub, 1989). Hence, it is imperative to ensure valid assumptions of
comparison including similar demographic data. A popular way to examine significant
difference is ANOVA – a measurement test that judges whether two groups of data differ
in a statistically significant manner using the P-value. The smaller the P-value, the more
the statistical difference. The pilot study also uses partial Chinese data to perform initial
testing of the research model. Insignificant paths and deficient latent variables are further
investigated to reach a refined and re-specified research model, which is then applied to
more comprehensive data set. Social researchers have utilized pilot studies to ensure
internal validity of the research instrument and increase the chance of success. “Do not
take the risk. Pilot test first.” (De Vaus, 1993).
Based on the findings of step 3, it is then decided in step 4 whether the existing
research model requires modifications. In step 5, the second set of Chinese data is
combined with first one and together, they are applied with the changed (or unchanged if
modification is unnecessary) model for verification purposes. In step 6, the U.S. data are
measured so as to: 1). Test the model’s goodness-of-fit. 2). Pre-examine path differences
from Chinese data. In the end, step 7 and 8 seek for cross-cultural differences in the
research model between U.S. and China in general. Doing so allows us to pinpoint
significant antecedents and their inter-relationships. In the following sections, each major
step is further discussed and final results are interpreted.
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Demographic Statistics
It is important to collect data based on a manipulated screening process in order to
ensure valid content and comparison. In this case, the surveys are completed by young
adults, possibly with college education, 18 – 25 years old, experienced with the Internet,
and experience frequent SNS usage. For each cultural group, it is desired to have high
level of homogeneity of domestic nature within one group and a high level of
heterogeneity across groups. Following these guidelines, the demographic statistics of
respondents are categorized in four dimensions: age, gender, Internet experience, and
SNS usage.
More than 500 paper based surveys were administered in the U.S. with overall
404 surveys finished by qualified respondents. For China, since a pre-study is required,
over one thousand surveys were electronically distributed and about 980 completed
surveys were provided. After initial data cleaning, 321 usable entries (79.65%) were
identified in the U.S. data and 773 (77.8%) were recorded in the Chinese data. Table 13
indicates the age distribution of Chinese SNS users.
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Table 13
Respondents’ Age Profile (U.S. and China)

Age

China
Frequency

Percent

Cumulative Percent

Less than 20
20 – 22 (inclusive)
22 – 24 (inclusive)
More than 24
Sum

266
330
125
52
773

34.41%
42.69%
16.17%
6.727%
100%

34.28%
77.10%
93.27%
100%
100%

Age

U.S.
Frequency

Percent

Cumulative Percent

Less than 20
20 – 22 (inclusive)
22 – 24 (inclusive)
More than 24
Sum

129
173
17
2
321

41.0%
53.8%
5.3%
0.6%
100%

41.1%
94.9%
99.3%
100%
100%

Amongst the Chinese data, there are 265 (34.28%) young adults less than 20 years
old completed the surveys, 330 (42.96%) are between 20 and 22 years old. 125 (16.3%)
are between 22 and 24 years old, and 52 (6.2%) are older than 24. Table 13 also indicates
that distribution of American respondents, 129 people (41.08%) are less than 20 years
old, 173 (53.89%) are between 20 and 22 years old, 17 (5.3%) people are between 22 and
24 years old, and only 2 (0.65%) respondents are more than 24 years old. As we can see,
the age requirement of both U.S. and Chinese respondents is satisfied due to the large
ratio of respondents under 22 years old.
Among the 773 valid Chinese data records, 434 (56%) are male and 339
(44%) are female, as shown in Table 14. For the 321 U.S. respondents, females occupy
48% of the data space with 154 people and 167 males (52%) filled out the survey, as
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shown in Table 14. A fairly balanced gender distribution in both U.S. and China groups is
helpful to support a good representation of investigated population.

Table 14
Gender Distribution in U.S. and Chinese Data
Gender

Male
Female

China
Frequency
Percent

434
339

Gender

Frequency

Male
Female

167
154

56%
44%
U.S.
Percent

52%
48%

Cumulative Percent

56%
100%
Cumulative Percent

52%
100%

In terms of Internet experience, only 2 (< 1%) Chinese respondents have less than
one year experience using the Internet and 22 (2.85%) have less than three years
experience. Eighty five (10.9%) people have less than six years experience and 666
(86.16%) respondents have rich Internet use history with at least 6 years, as shown in
Table 15. For American data, 3 (< 1%) reported less than three years Internet experience.
39 (12.15%) indicated they have less than six years experience and the rest, 279 (86.92%)
U.S. respondents have been using the Internet for at least six years, as shown in Table 15.
The data sets show that American respondents have longer Internet use history than the
Chinese counterparts, which can be explained by the early penetration of networked
computers in U.S.
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Table 15
Level of Internet Experience (U.S. and China)
Years of Internet Experience

China
Frequency

Percent

Cumulative Percent

Less than 1 Year
1 – 3 Years (inclusive)
3 – 6 Years (inclusive)
More than 6 Years

2
22
85
666

< 1%
2.8%
10.9%
85.6%

< 1%
3.8%
14.7%
100%

Years of Internet Experience

U.S.
Frequency

Percent

Cumulative Percent

Less than 1 Year
1 – 3 Years (inclusive)
3 – 6 Years (inclusive)
More than 6 Years

0
3
39
279

0%
< 1%
12.1%
86.9%

0%
< 1%
12.1%
100%

There are 21 (2.72%) Chinese respondents reporting they have less than one year
use of SNS; 225 (29.11%) respondents said they have used SNS for less than three years
but more than one year; 527 (68.18%) people have more than three years, as shown in
Table 16. For U.S. data, 11 (3.43%) people have less than one year of SNS experience;
122 (38%) reported more than one year and less than three years using SNS; 188
(58.57%) have used SNS for more than three years, as shown in Table 16. Comparing
two data groups, one can find the time differences of using SNS is not as significant as
that of Internet use, partially due to the spreading speed of web services on Internet is
greater than the speed of Internet penetration.
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Table 16
Level of SNS Experience (U.S. and China)
Years of Internet Experience

China
Frequency

Percent

Cumulative Percent

Less than 1 Year
1 – 3 Years (inclusive)
More than 3 Years

21
317
435

2.7%
41.0%
56.2%

2.7%
43.7%
100%

Years of Internet Experience

U.S.
Frequency

Percent

Cumulative Percent

Less than 1 Year
1 – 3 Years (inclusive)
More than 3 Years

11
122
188

3.4%
38.0%
58.5%

3.4%
41.4%
100%

Data collection & analysis is a multi-phased process in which initial data filtering
must be executed in order to adhere to research design. In this case, the U.S. and Chinese
respondents report similar demographic features except for cultural factor because this is
a cross-cultural investigation. Anything not culture related should be screened out of the
analysis to ensure single dimensionality.

Structural Equation Modeling
Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) is a statistical technique widely used in
social science research. It consists of two major parts: a measurement model and a
structural model (Byrne, 2006). Although similar to multiple regressions, SEM is a
powerful technique in constructing and examining causal relationships using
measurement error and model fitness. A major distinction of SEM, when compared with
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other multivariate techniques, is that SEM employs a confirmatory rather than
exploratory approach to test models. Therefore, it is an ideal selection for theory
verification instead of development, even though in reality SEM does carry some
exploratory nature.
Another advantage of SEM lies in its capability of measuring “immeasurable”
psychometric latent variable such as “self efficacy”, “trust”, “and perceived ease of use”.
By incorporating measurement model, SEM is able to significantly reduce measurement
error and boost accuracy. In MIS, more and more research uses SEM to test hypotheses.
Chin (2008) suggested that SEM enables MIS researchers to achieve the goals including:
evaluate and control measurement model errors of latent variables, simultaneous analysis
of multiple paths relationships, and flexibility of testing theoretical assumptions.
Reviewing previous literature, one can make causal assumptions (e.g. hypothesis)
based on established theories and test these assumptions against data. Once the latent
variables, or constructs, of interest are operationalized using research instrument, a
goodness of fit can be obtained in SEM to indicate whether these assumptions are
supported or not. In this research, the author combines several theoretical assumptions in
a conceptual model, which is subject to measurement and model fit tests. If the model is
deficient, a re-specified model is built following SEM suggestions. Although it is argued
to be the most common approach (test and re-specify) used in behavioral research, some
potential problems exist. For instance, since the model is reshaped specifically to the
current data, it might not be fit to new ones. Namely, replicability is under question.
Therefore, this research adopts multi-phase analysis to test theoretical assumptions. Such
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cross-validation technique addresses the “replicability” issue and increase the rigor of
methodology.
During the analysis process, such issues as reliability, validity, non-response bias,
and common method bias are respectively addressed in different sections: pilot study,
Chinese data, U.S. data, and multi-group comparison. This research uses EQS 6.1 for
Windows to perform all SEM related analysis.

China Sample 1
The pre-study is essential to psychometric data analysis because: it increases the
chance of experimental success; it enhances rigor of the research methodology by
avoiding capitalized chances (De Vaus, 1993). In this research, Chinese data are
randomly split into two sub-sets – China sample 1 and China sample 2. Such random split
is completed by statistic software in a total random manner with zero filtering conditions.
China sample 1 is used for pilot study where as China sample 2 is reserved for: 1)
Combine with China sample 1 to test the post-hoc results and 2) Perform internal
comparisons so as to screen out undesired differences within the same cultural group.
China sample 1 contains 386 samples and China sample 2 contains 387 samples.
Before further action is performed, the non-response bias check must be done in
order to safeguard the validity of data analysis. Argued by many social researchers, most
of responses are subject to the threat of cognitive bias due to the nature of survey method.
In other words, people who fill out questionnaires response in a way that is significantly
different than people who are not asked to do the same survey. Hence, the results fail to
be representative of true facts and biases are introduced (Hill et al., 1992).
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Many suggestions have been offered to address non-response bias issue. Some are
from qualitative aspect while others come from quantitative field. In the marketing
research literature by Armstrong and Overton (1977), Kanuk and Berenson (1975),
several guidelines are recommended. First, avoid using lengthy questionnaire helps to
avoid resentment of respondent. Doing so also encourages people to express their true
feelings as the questions are straight forward and less convoluted. The caveat is not to
compromise the effectiveness of the survey. Second, giving respondents enough time to
think about their choices allows them to make better judgment of the questions. Third,
being professionally organized, the survey administration process can obtain institutional
trust from respondents. Next, providing respondents with follow-up information
regarding the results can motivate them to be more actively involved with the survey.
Finally, making clear announcement of anonymity protection eases respondent’s concern
of privacy violation.
In addition to qualitative methods, quantitative techniques are also employed in this
research to enhance validity of analysis. Hill et al. (1992) utilized a series of statistical
procedures to examine or measure the extent of non-response bias. For example, by
comparing the demographic data of respondents, one can obtain a perspective of data
consistency. If the result turns well, it can be argued that the respondents are prone to be
free of non-response bias in the sense of social background, which is a critical ingredient
to content validity. Hence, using Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) technique, China
sample 1 is measured against China sample 2 in such dimensions as age, Internet
experience, and SNS experience.
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Table 17
ANOVA Results of China Sample 1 & 2 (Age)

Age

Sum of Squares

DF

Mean Squares

F-Value

P-Value

GROUP
ERROR
TOTAL

1.402
365.557
366.958

1
598
599

1.402
0.611

2.293

0.130

In ANOVA, the commonly accepted rule of cross group comparison is if there is
a significant difference among group means, the P value should be less than 0.05 or 5%.
In this case, Table 17 compares China Sample 1 and 2 based on Age and reports the
breakdown of the sum of squares into group and error components, along with the
associated degrees of freedom. The corresponding mean squares provide the basis for the
F test. In this case F (1, 599) = 2.293, with a probability value of 0.130 (> 0.05),
indicating the null hypothesis of equal means between China sample 1 and 2 cannot be
rejected.
In Table 18, China sample 1 and 2 are compared in the sense of Internet
Experience. Using 0.05 as the cutoff value, ANOVA indicates there is a lack of evidence
to reject the null hypothesis – Type I error is less than 0.05 – due to the F (1, 598) =
0.858 with a probability value of 0.355 (> 0.05).
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Table 18
ANOVA Results of China Sample 1 & 2 (Internet Experience)
Internet Experience

Sum of Squares

DF

Mean Squares

F-Value

P-Value

GROUP
ERROR
TOTAL

0.375
261.290
261.665

1
598
599

0.375
0.437

0.858

0.355

In Table 19, China sample 1 and 2 are compared in the sense of SNS Experience.
Using 0.05 as the cutoff value, ANOVA indicates there is a lack of evidence to reject the
null hypothesis – Type I error is less than 0.05 – due to the F (1, 598) = 1.684 with a
probability value of 0.195 (> 0.05). To sum up, the qualitative measures are used before
actual questionnaires are filled out. The collected data are then subject to statistical
examinations whose results indicate a lack of non-response bias according to low
ANONA P values.

Table 19
ANOVA Results of China Sample 1 & 2 (SNS Experience)
SNS Experience

Sum of Squares

DF

Mean Squares

F-Value

P-Value

GROUP
ERROR
TOTAL

0.735
260.930
216.465

1
598
599

0.735
0.436

1.684

0.195
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In addition to non-response bias, reliability is another major concern that
addresses internal validity of data. Ideally, a good instrument allows respondents to
provide accurate answers that the researcher is interested in measuring. Namely, the tool
is measuring consistently in a systematic manner rather than coincident. Churchill (1979)
defines reliability as the consistency of research tools collecting perceptional data. He
further suggested Cronbach’s Alpha as statistical indicator of data consistency, or
reliability. A widely accepted Cronbach’s Alpha of 0.70 is adopted as the benchmark
value in this study. In measurement models, each latent variable or construct is subject to
reliability test that generates individual Cronbach’s Alpha, if the value is greater than
0.70, such measure is considered to provide reliable results. Otherwise, the construct will
be adjusted or eliminated due to the consistency deficiency. In Table 20, a comprehensive
view of all constructs is provided regarding their Cronbach’s alpha values.

Table 20
Cronbach’s Alpha Values of Constructs (U.S. & China)
Construct

Label

Performance Expectancy
Effort Expectancy
Trust
Privacy
Social Awareness
Reputation
Centrality
Familiarity
Intention of Use
Moderators
(Hofstede’s Dimensions)

F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
F10

Cronbach’s Alpha
(U.S.)
0.877
0.913
0.873
0.938
0.836
0.855
0.838
0.735
0.786
0.804
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Cronbach’s Alpha
(China)
0.825
0.920
0.806
0.814
0.842
0.858
0.882
0.766
0.789
0.723

All constructs have alpha values greater than 0.70 hence are considered reliable
for further structural model testing. For moderators, although not included for path
analysis, they are important items pinpointing distinctions between two cultural groups
and should be the only dimension of comparison.
Analyzing path coefficients (Hair et al., 2005) provides us with knowledge of
relationships among psychometric measurements (e.g. constructs). By calculating these
coefficients, one can measure the strength of effect from one construct to another. But it
is more important to ask whether they are significant at a certain level – 0.05 level of
significance (LOS) is one example. If the coefficients are tested insignificant, either the
value of the relationship or the power of explanatory power is in doubt. In popular
research practices, LOS assumes different values ranging from stringent 0.01 to generous
0.1. In this analysis, we adopt the medium value of 0.05 (5%) as the cutoff point judging
the significance of path coefficients. In Table 21, all paths are listed for their respective
values of impact, along with hypothesis labels.
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Table 21
Path Coefficients of China Sample 1 Structural Model
Source

Trust
Familiarity
Privacy
Social
Awareness
Performance
Expectancy
Effort
Expectancy

Destination

Path

Performance
Expectancy
Effort
Expectancy
Trust

F3 ÆF1

Privacy

Hypothesis

Coefficient
Value

Significant at
0.05 LOS

H6

0.599

Yes

H5

0.479

Yes

H8

0.198

Yes

H9*

0.373

Yes

F8 ÆF2
F4 ÆF3
F5 ÆF4

Use
F1 ÆF9
H3
0.263
Yes
Intention
Use
F2 ÆF9
H4
0.017
Yes
Intention
Use
F3 ÆF9
Trust
H7
0.137
Yes
Intention
Use
F6 ÆF9
Reputation
H1*
0.291
Yes
Intention
Use
F7 ÆF9
Centrality
H2*
0.515
Yes
Intention
*Due to the non-comparative design of pre-study, only mediating effects are listed.
Moderating hypotheses are further tested in later section of multi-group analysis.

Despite all of path coefficients are significant at 0.05 LOS, another test is required
to measure the goodness of fit between overall structural model and measurement data,
namely, the Maximum Likelihood Solution (MLS) with Normal Distribution Theory
(Byrne, 2006). There are two ways of calculating indices of MLS – regular method and
robust method.
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In Table 22, the following GOF indicators are provided. For regular method:
Comparative Fit Index (CFI), Root Mean-Square Residual (RMR), standardized RMR,
Root Mean-Square Residual of Approximation (RMSEA), GFI, and AGFI. For robust
method: CFI, IFI, MFI, and RMSEA.

Table 22
GOF Indicators of China Sample 1 Structural Model
Regular Method

CFI
GFI
AGFI
RMR
Standardized RMR
RMSEA

0.856
0.773
0.743
0.135
0.189
0.072*
Robust Method

CFI
IFI
MFI
RMSEA
*Common cutoff value is 0.05.

0.884
0.885
0.422
0.054*

From the above table, two major threats can be identified. 1) According to EQS
analysis, CFI in both methods can be significantly enhanced above 0.9 by making
suggested modifications; 2) The RMSEA are too large in both regular and robust
methods. Since RMSEA is a statistical measure of the magnitude of a varying quantity.
Previous literature uses a popular threshold value of 0.05 in social research (Byrne,
2006). Therefore, it is necessary to reconsider the structural relationships from an
empirical perspective. In the next section, the research model is undergoing several respecifications based on the results of pilot study.
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Model Re-Specification
De Vaus (1993) argued that “too often research papers only refer to one element
of the pilot study, for example, to the 'pre-testing' or 'pilot testing' of a questionnaire.”
This research aims to go beyond a mere ‘pre-testing’ and reveal more insights of SNS use
perceptions between distinctive cultural groups. In addition, it is a must to justify the
model re-specification in SEM. Problems and challenges must be addressed before
further actions are taken.
Although SEM is confirmatory in nature, in behavioral research, it is not
uncommon to witness many studies combining exploratory and confirmatory techniques:
“a model is tested using SEM procedures, found to be deficient, and an alternative model
is then tested based on changes suggested by SEM modification indexes. This is the most
common approach found in the literature” (Garson, 2002). Moreover, Garson (2002)
discussed the problems associated with such an approach as well as solutions. He argued:
“models confirmed in this manner are post-hoc ones which may not be stable
(may not fit new data, having been created based on the uniqueness of an initial
dataset). In terms of solution, researchers may attempt to overcome this problem
by using a cross-validation strategy under which the model is developed using a
calibration data sample and then confirmed using an independent validation
sample.”
Following Garson’s recommendations, this study employs multiple validations to
screen out the possibility that the modified model can only be applied to data on which
modifications are suggested. First, the Chinese data are randomly split into two sets:
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China sample 1 and 2. China sample 1 is used to test theoretical assumptions. Second,
once a new model is created, it will be run against a new data set to examine goodness of
fit indicators (e.g. CFI, RMA, RMSEA etc.). Third, a new model uses American data to a
second time verification of goodness of fit. Finally, a multi-group analysis is conducted
between the U.S. and Chinese to identify distinctions among SNS user perceptions. In
Table 27, paths of original and modified models are illustrated against each other. Also, it
is suggested that a moderating effect of experience exists in the relationship between
Effort Expectancy and Use Intention. With increasing experience, the relationship might
not be significant (Venkatesh, et al., 2008). Due to the rich experience (both computer
and SNS) of investigated audiences, the relationship between Effort Expectancy and Use
Intention is not expected and therefore not represented in the research model.
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Table 23
Paths Before & After Modifications
Original Paths

Source
Trust
Familiarity
Privacy
Social
Awareness
Performance
Expectancy
Effort
Expectancy
Trust
Reputation
Centrality

Re-specified Paths

Destination
Performance
Expectancy
Effort
Expectancy
Trust
Privacy

F5 Æ F4

Use
Intention
Use
Intention
Use
Intention
Use
Intention
Use
Intention

Path

Source

F3 Æ F1

Trust

F8 Æ F2

Familiarity

F4 Æ F3

Familiarity
Social
Awareness
Performance
Expectancy
Effort
Expectance
Social
Awareness

F1 Æ F9
F2 Æ F9
F3 Æ F9

Destination
Performance
Expectancy
Effort
Expectancy
Trust

Path
F3 Æ F1
F8 Æ F2
F8 Æ F3*

Privacy

F5 Æ F4

Use Intention

F1 Æ F9

Performance
Expectancy
Performance
Expectancy

F2 Æ F1*
F5 Æ F1*

F6 Æ F9

Reputation

Use Intention

F6 Æ F9

F7 Æ F9

Centrality

Use Intention

F7 Æ F9

* Indicates new paths suggested by SEM analysis.

As shown in Table 23, there are three modifications out of nine original paths that
statistically, once executed, can enhance general GOF in the new structural model. The
changes are: Effort Expectancy to Performance Expectancy, Social Awareness to
Performance Expectancy, and Familiarity to Trust. The re-specified model is presented in
Figure 12.
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Figure 12
Modified Research Model
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Once changes are made, the next step is to validate whether the new model can
explain variances using different data. If the answer is no, the model fails to explain
issues investigated and should be abandoned. If it survives in the replicability test, further
inferences and insights can be drawn and discovered.

Model Replication – Overall China Sample
Model replication is essential in the sense that the researcher must not rely on the
pilot study alone to build theoretical developments. By replicating the model and
measuring it against a wider range of data, one can make more solid conclusions. A
successful model replication indicates valid connections exist among perceptional
constructs thus helping us to understand the human’s socio-economic activities. In this
section, data from China sample 1 (386 entries) and China sample 2 (387 entries) are
combined to become China All, which serves as independent validation sample. China
All is analyzed iteratively in SEM to validate the modified model. The same procedure
will be performed in the U.S. data set as well, which adds another layer of model
validation.
Bentler (2005) argued that the Robust Method in EQS, the software used for data
analysis, allows for the attainment of correct statistics in a consistent manner even with
small sample size. Byrne (2006) further contended that the robust statistics are
unquestionably worth their weight in gold when a researcher is faced with data problems
(e.g. non-normality). Such justification explains a good popularity of adopting Robust
Method in psychometric data analysis.
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In China All, there are 773 data entries, 9 constructs and 9 structural paths. At this
moment, cross-cultural analysis is not involved until the U.S. data are validated. The
same indicators from pilot study are used to ensure measurement consistency. As seen in
Table 24, GOF results from China sample 1 and China All are matched to each other. In
Table 25, path coefficients in new model are listed whereas Figure 13 presents a visual
description of comprehensive structural relationships.

Table 24
GOF Indicators (China sample 1 vs. China All)
Regular Method

China 1
CFI
GFI
AGFI
RMR
Standardized
RMR
RMSEA

China All
0.856
0.773
0.743
0.135
0.189

CFI
GFI
AGFI
RMR
Standardized
RMR
RMSEA

0.072

0.906
0.808
0.781
0.047
0.069
0.062

Robust Method

China 1
CFI
IFI
MFI
RMSEA

China All
0.884
0.885
0.422
0.054

CFI
IFI
MFI
RMSEA
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0.938
0.938
0.613
0.038

Table 25
China All Paths
SEM Statistics of Structural Paths

Source
Effort Expectance
Trust
Social Awareness

Destination
Performance
Expectancy
Performance
Expectancy
Performance
Expectancy
Effort Expectancy
Trust
Privacy

Familiarity
Familiarity
Social Awareness
Performance
Use Intention
Expectancy
Reputation
Use Intention
Centrality
Use Intention
* Significant at LOS of 0.05.

Path

Coefficient

F2 Æ F1

0.200*

F3 Æ F1

0.461*

F5 Æ F1

0.255*

F8 Æ F2
F8 Æ F3
F5 Æ F4

0.504*
0.855*
0.553*

F1 Æ F9

0.288*

F6 Æ F9
F7 Æ F9

0.293*
0.453*
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R-Squared

0.556

0.510
0.732
0.306
0.807

Figure 13
Modified Model with Coefficients (China All)
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The shaded areas in Table 24 indicate the significant improvements of those
indices after modifications are made. These improvements are more obvious in the
Robust Method. CFI has increased to 0.906 from 0.856. The rule of thumb indicates a
level above 0.90 stands for excellent model goodness of fit and a range between 0.85 and
0.90 is acceptable (Byrne, 2006). RMSEA, representing the magnitude of variance
quantity, has also been effectively reduced to 0.038, compared to original 0.054. All of
the coefficients are significant at level of 0.05. To sum up, the re-specified model not
only proves to be compatible with new data but also more efficient in explaining the
variances of structural relationships. Hence these modifications successfully satisfy the
replication validation.

Model Replication – U.S. Sample
Following the practices in China All, SEM measures the U.S. data in the same
way for consistency purpose. The U.S. All consists of 321 entries. Tables 26 and 27
respectively show the GOF indicators and path coefficients.
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Table 26
GOF Indicators (China 1 vs. U.S. All)
Regular Method

China Sample 1
CFI
0.856
GFI
0.773
AGFI
0.743
RMR
0.135
Standardized
0.189
RMR
RMSEA
0.072

U.S. All
CFI
GFI
AGFI
RMR
Standardized
RMR
RMSEA

0.840
0.809
0.780
0.047
0.068
0.059

Robust Method

China Sample 1
CFI
0.884
IFI
0.885
MFI
0.422
RMSEA
0.054

U.S. All
CFI
IFI
MFI
RMSEA
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0.854
0.856
0.460
0.048

Figure 14
Modified Model with Coefficients (U.S. All)
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Table 27
U.S. All Paths
SEM Statistics of Structural Paths

Source
Effort Expectance
Trust
Social Awareness
Familiarity
Familiarity
Social Awareness
Performance
Expectancy
Reputation
Centrality
* P < 0.05.
** P < 0.10.

Destination
Performance
Expectancy
Performance
Expectancy
Performance
Expectancy
Effort Expectancy
Trust
Privacy

Path

Coefficient

F2 Æ F1

0.402*

F3 Æ F1

0.379*

F5 Æ F1

0.074**

F8 Æ F2
F8 Æ F3
F5 Æ F4

0.531*
0.603*
0.235*

Use Intention

F1 Æ F9

0.444*

Use Intention
Use Intention

F6 Æ F9
F7 Æ F9

0.066**
0.524*

R-Squared

0.428

0.300
0.633
0.556
0.686

The overall model is presented in Figure 14, which differs from China All
because it contains two path coefficients that are not significant at 0.05 but 0.10 LOS:
Social Awareness to Performance Expectancy (0.074) and Reputation and Use Intention
(0.066). In the section of cross-cultural analysis between the U.S. and China, an attempt
is made to explain these differences from theoretical perspective. Generally, the U.S.
model has achieved a satisfying CFI of 0.854. In terms of quantity of variance, RMSEA
achieves 0.048, compared to 0.054 in China 1 using robust method. The same indicator is
reduced from 0.072 (China 1) to 0.059 (U.S.) using the regular method.
Since the re-specified model has been proved valid after two independent
validation tests – China and U.S., a cross-cultural multi-group analysis is warranted to
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answer the research question regarding perceptional distinctions due to cultural
influences.

Pre-Test of Multiple Group Analysis: China Sample 1&2
Once the re-specified model has been proved to satisfy the requirement goodness
of fit, the research is taken forward to multiple group analysis. The ultimate goal is to
discover and validate distinctive relationships between U.S.-based and China-based
populations. It is argued, however, that a pre-test is warranted prior to the cross-cultural
comparison because multi-population analysis requires satisfying goodness of fit in the
structural model, even though each sample individually has met such requirement.
Further, this pre-test should not be confused with the model replication of entire China
sample because the former is comparative in nature while the latter focuses on the
model’s goodness of fit.
By using two Chinese samples, the researcher can conduct single cultural
analysis. Doing so ensures both the measurement model and structural model to be
effective in cross-group analysis and thus enhances methodological rigor and build
foundation for U.S. & China comparison. The goodness-of-fit statistics of entire multigroup model are shown in Table 28. According to normal practices, invariance will hold
if goodness-of-fit related to this model is adequate (William and Reise, 1997). The results
in Table 28 indicate that the multi-group exhibits a fairly good fit to the data (CFI =
0.933; RMSEA = 0.038; Confidence Interval = 0.035, 0.041; S-B Chi-square = 3141.051
with 1402 degrees of freedom using regular method and S-B Chi-square = 2185.2393
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with 1402 degrees of freedom using robust method). In Figure 15, path coefficients from
both China sample 1 and China sample 2 (with asterisk *) are presented.
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Figure 15
Model Comparison (China sample 1 vs. China sample 2)
* Coefficients of China Sample 2
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Table 28
EQS Output Testing Invariance of Measurement Model (Goodness-of-Fit)

Model Comparison – U.S. vs. China
Once the model for comparison has been validated, a multi population analysis is
undertaken between the U.S. and China groups. As mentioned before, the research design
requires that culture be the only control factor. Such a requirement of uni-dimensionality
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can be satisfied by using qualitative data analysis and ANOVA. The latter deserves
further evidence, as indicated in Table 33, which demonstrates obvious perceptional
differences between respondents from U.S. and China. In ANOVA, the rule of thumb
when it comes to cross group comparison is if there is a significant difference among
groups means, the P value should be less than 0.05 or 5%. In this case, Table 29
compares U.S. and China based on responses of questions about cultural moderators
(from Q37 to Q40). The breakdown of sum of squares into group, error components, and
associated degrees of freedom are listed in the table. The corresponding mean squares
provide the basis for the F test. In this case F (1, 599) = 62.180, with a probability value
of 0.000 thus significantly less than 0.05, indicating the null hypothesis of equal means
between U.S. and China can be rejected. Namely, SNS subscribers from U.S. and China
think differently over individualism/collectivism.

Table 29
ANOVA of U.S. vs. China on Cultural Factors (e.g. individualism vs. collectivism)
Source
SUM OF SQUARES
DF
MEAN SQUARES
F
p
______________________________________________________________________
Group
54.602
1
54.602
62.180
0.000
ERROR
525.117
598
0.878
TOTAL
579.718
599

As Table 30 presents the selected EQS report indicating the non-invariant
constructs, if there are any, along with their probability values. If the results consist of
significant differences, one can conclude that the model is effective in separating two
groups purely based on one dimension – culture, whose moderating items (from Q37 to
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Q40) include perception of individual values to social group, social acceptance of
individual, and balance of welfare between individual and group. Figure 16 presents the
structural model that contains coefficients from both U.S. and Chinese data.

Table 30
Invariance of Measurement Model: LM Test Statistics (U.S. vs. China).
LAGRANGE MULTIPLIER TEST (FOR RELEASING CONSTRAINTS)
CONSTRAINTS TO BE RELEASED ARE:
CONSTRAINTS FROM GROUP 2
CONSTR:
CONSTR:
CONSTR:
CONSTR:
CONSTR:
CONSTR:
CONSTR:
CONSTR:
CONSTR:
CONSTR:

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

(1,F1,F3)-(2,F1,F3)=0;
(1,F1,F5)-(2,F1,F5)=0;
(1,F1,F2)-(2,F1,F2)=0;
(1,F2,F8)-(2,F2,F8)=0;
(1,F2,F4)-(2,F2,F4)=0;
(1,F3,F8)-(2,F3,F8)=0;
(1,F4,F5)-(2,F4,F5)=0;
(1,F9,F1)-(2,F9,F1)=0;
(1,F9,F6)-(2,F9,F6)=0;
(1,F9,F7)-(2,F9,F7)=0;

CUMULATIVE MULTIVARIATE STATISTICS
---------------------------------PARAMETER
--------CONST:
CONST:
CONST:
CONST:
CONST:
CONST:
CONST:
CONST:
CONST:
CONST:
CONST:
CONST:
CONST:
CONST:
CONST:

40
19
33
18
26
30
14
34
41
22
6
1
20
8
16

CHI-SQUARE
--------14.390
29.851
44.961
56.814
66.338
76.011
82.218
90.755
98.213
103.702
108.967
111.499
114.318
116.606
119.398

UNIVARIATE INCREMENT
--------------------

D.F.
--

PROBABILITY
---------

CHI-SQUARE
--------

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

14.390
15.460
15.110
11.854
9.523
9.674
6.207
8.538
7.457
5.489
5.264
2.533
2.819
2.288
2.792

Note: The non-construct constraints (1 to 34) are omitted in this table.
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PROBABILITY
---------.000
.000
.000
.001
.002
.002
.013
.003
.006
.019
.022
.111
.093
.130
.095

Figure 16
Model Comparison (U.S. vs. China)
* Coefficients of U.S.

**Coefficients of China
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In the top part of Table 30, each constraint represents a relationship between
exogenous and endogenous constructs. In the bottom part of Table 30 each constraint is
associated with a cumulative multivariate LM Test F2 and an incremental univariate F2
value as well as their probability values. To determine which constraints were found nonequivalent across the U.S. and China samples, one needs to look for probability values
associated with the incremental univariate F2 that are smaller than 0.05 or 5%. The
review of these values shows that there are two parameters that are not operating
equivalently across U.S. and Chinese SNS users. The shaded sections in Table 30
represent constraints 40 and 41, which can be referred to as F8 (Familiarity) Æ F3 (Trust)
and F5 (Social Awareness) Æ F4 (Privacy). In other words, it is interesting that Social
Awareness impacts on Privacy differently between U.S. and Chinese SNS users.
Moreover, another important moderating relationship lies between Familiarity and Trust,
which deserves further investigation. The next chapter will interpret and summarize
empirical findings and conclude this research.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The core issue of this research is to examine the impact of social and individual
elements on perceptions of SNS users. Such issue can be further articulated by asking
these research questions: What are the elements driving users to participate in online
social network service? Are there any significant differences between western and eastern
cultural settings (U.S. vs. China) when these elements take effects? If differences exist,
how are they formulated?
In this chapter, findings are discussed to explain different perceptions and related
behaviors between U.S. and China SNS subscribers. Using both qualitative and
quantitative methods, the researcher is able to reveal context-oriented insights that are
complement empirical findings, which are statistically inferred to large population of
samples. Therefore, the discussion of findings is divided into two aspects: qualitative and
quantitative. Moreover, further justifications of research methodology, the implications of
these findings, future research directions, and conclusions are discussed in this chapter.

Qualitative Research Findings
MIS research is dedicated to studying the use and application of Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) in a socio-economic environment; hence it warrants
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the adoption of a contextual qualitative method that builds grounds to reduce the
methodological conflict between qualitative and quantitative approaches (Orlikowski and
Robey 1991; Yin, 1994). By addressing the realism dimension proposed by McGrath
(1982), the focus group is used to elicit understandings of user behavior in actual SNS
context and compare them in distinctive cultural settings. Controls are necessary in the
focus group in order to enhance methodological validity. Such demographic backgrounds
of interviewees such as age, education, Internet experience, and SNS experience are
similar across two groups while cultural factors are distinctive so that legitimate
comparison can be made. Most of the participants are SNS adopters yet a couple of nonadopters are also included. In this way a more comprehensive view can be obtained when
the discussion comes to SNS use and adoption.
Major findings from the qualitative interviews provide answers to “why”
questions rather than “what” questions. Users from both the U.S. and China recognized
the prevalence of SNS websites and indicated it is the “convergence” factor, bringing
various e-sharing features together, that nurtured the fast growth of SNS. Despite the
existing online communicating tools (e.g. instant messaging, blog, homepage etc.), SNS
succeeds in consolidating them into one portal that is easy to understand and use. SNS
has been considered by its users as an evolution for both virtual and social platforms that
carry socializing activities. Usefulness and ease of use have become major features, yet
not the only ones, that supply momentum for SNS growth. Other factors include personal
characteristics and social influence. Many consider stickiness as a critical ingredient for
online service success and SNS proves itself capable of growing in a sustainable way.
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In the interview, SNS users from the U.S. and China are certainly concerned with
online privacy and information distribution. Such concerns may discourage the adoption
or continuing use of SNS, especially when the value of usefulness is not persuasive to
overcome these worries. This is the case for the few SNS non-adopters who have decided
not to use SNS simply because they don’t see the benefits of publishing personal
information on the public network. Many privacy threats are, in fact, rooted in non-digital
activities, as some pointed out. Daily social situations at home or in office may offer
another possibility of personal information leakage, given today’s increasing penetration
of ICT.
Both the U.S and Chinese SNS interviewees heavily rely on the Internet for
updates of social events. For Chinese interviewees, however, a discrepancy can be seen.
Although most of them seek social changes online, only a small percentage of them
actually believe in the authenticity of online sources. For interviewees from the U.S.,
such contradiction is not as obvious. In addition, online sources are still not capable of
replacing traditional public communications media. Social movement today is no longer
bounded by geographical barriers. Globalization has put cultural clashes in a new context
thus cultural research is valuable. A ground breaking cultural analysis was conducted by
Hofstede (1983, 2001) who illustrated his research in several dimensions where East and
West societies indicate critical distinctions. American interviewees are aware of some
distinctions in individualism vs. collectivism while Chinese interviewees witness
revolutionary changes among values of Chinese culture since 1980s. It appears that
despite some core traditions that are unchangeable, there is a trend of increasing
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agreements on social issues (e.g. social awareness) between American and Chinese
people, as indicated by Chinese SNS users.

Quantitative Research Findings
In behavioral research, the quantitative approach has strengths in studying
complicated social phenomena in which causal patterns containing multiple factors are
found (Selltiz et al., 1976). Further, the explanatory survey has been widely used in MIS
discipline to discover these causal patterns among subjective constructs and generalizing
findings to a wider population of research subjects based on a rigorously controlled
sample. In this research, the instrument designed to measure human perception of what
makes them participate in active SNS usage is distributed to two distinctive cultural
groups. Doing so fulfills two purposes: 1) Examine relationships among constructs that
are hypothesized to interact in a certain way so that the SNS adoption process can be
explained empirically; 2) Compare SNS subscribers in the U.S. and China to see if
cultural factors lead to perceptional differences.
The literature review allows a researcher to obtain thorough understandings
regarding where we are and what needs to be done. Since rapid SNS growth is a
relatively new research subject at present, it is necessary to borrow established theories
and make innovative yet rigorous inferences about the under-studied issue. Using
quantitative analysis, these inferences, or hypotheses, are tested and the results are
indicated in Table 31. Since a new model has been introduced to address the
measurement flaws of the old model, the hypotheses are also updated to reflect new
changes. There are three modifications out of nine original paths that statistically, once
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executed, can enhance general goodness of fit in the new structural model. The changes
are: Effort Expectancy to Performance Expectancy, Social Awareness to Performance
Expectancy, and Familiarity to Trust. These modifications are statistically examined in
both the U.S. and China data sets. Among all hypotheses testing results, H1 (Reputation
Æ Use Intention) and H7 (Social Awareness Æ Performance Expectancy) are supported
at P < 0.10 instead of 0.05 by U.S. data, whereas all casual relationships are proved to be
significant using data from China. In other words, responses from the U.S. indicate a
weaker pattern between Reputation and Use Intention, which could be attributed to the
American culture of self-reliance when making decisions. For H7, social awareness does
not lead to perceived usefulness as strongly as it does in China. It could thus be argued
the difference is associated with highly individualism oriented culture. Regarding
moderating effects, H1 (The influence of perceived reputation enhancement on use
intention of SNS will be moderated by cultural dimensions) and H2 (The influence of
network centrality on use intention of SNS will be moderated by cultural dimensions) are
not supported based on cross-group analysis. H9 (The influence of social awareness on
SNS privacy concerns will be moderated by cultural dimensions), however, is supported.
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Table 31
Hypotheses Testing Results

Hypothesis

H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8
H9

Path

Test Result

Reputation Æ Use Intention Moderated by
Cultural Difference
Centrality Æ Use Intention Moderated by
Cultural Difference
Performance Expectancy Æ Use Intention
Effort Expectancy Æ Performance Expectancy
Familiarity Æ Effort Expectancy
Trust Æ Performance Expectancy
Social Awareness Æ Performance Expectancy
Familiarity Æ Trust
Social Awareness Æ Privacy Moderated by
Cultural Difference

Not
Supported*
Not
Supported*
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported*

*The causal path from exogenous and endogenous variables is supported.

The quantitative analysis so far has attempted to answer the first research
question: what are the elements (social and individual) driving users to participate in the
social network service online? The second question raises the cross-cultural issue when
these elements take effect. If differences exist, how are they formulated? Based on multigroup comparison, it is concluded that respondents in the U.S. and China do indicate
different perceptions on certain aspects of SNS usage: First, the relationship between F8
(Familiarity) Æ F3 (Trust) is significantly different in two cultural settings. SNS users
from the U.S. (.793) indicate a stronger relationship than Chinese users (.757). Namely,
hypothesis 8 emerges as a causal relationship moderated by cultural factors. Such
variance leads to the difference within the structural path flowing from Familiarity and
Trust. It appears that Chinese users are more cautious than American users in building
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trust of services provided by SNS websites. This finding happens to reflect the conclusion
of a recent official study by the China Internet Network Information Center (CINIC). In
this report, 90.5% of Chinese use the Internet as an important daily source for
information. Less than 30% of these people trust the Internet as a reliable source.
Combined with the qualitative interview and content analysis of survey instrument,
statistical results reveal that, for SNS subscribers in the U.S., familiarity has a more
significant impact to generating trust of technology use. On the other hand, Chinese
subscribers appear to act differently from American users when it comes to building trust
of SNS based on familiarity, whose items investigate the means such as TV, newspaper,
and the Internet. During the focus interview, a common response to the question “how do
you get to know SNS?” is “I learned it from my friend.” Hence, it is argued that
collectivism is having a critical role for Chinese SNS adopters, thus supporting the
arguments of Hofstede regarding the cultural nature of eastern Asian society.
Second, Social Awareness (F5) impacts on Privacy (F4) differently in terms of
strength in the data of the U.S. than in the data of China, despite the discussions of focus
group interview show that both cultural groups indicate high level of interest in social
developments. Due to their interests in social issues, it is argued that high level of social
awareness will lead to close adherence of Internet privacy rules and strong sensitivity
toward consequences of compromised privacy protection (Dinev and Hart, 2005).
Structural analysis indicates that Social Awareness has a significantly lower impact
(0.427) against Privacy among American responses, whereas the same connection is
higher (0.547) in the Chinese model. This finding extends previous cultural research
concluding that unlike China, the U.S. consists of a highly individual-oriented value
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system. Further, item content of Social Awareness reveals Chinese SNS subscribers have
significantly more concerns of social surroundings than their American counterparts.
Following proposals of Dinev and Hart (2005), the public messages of personal
information leakage and privacy breakage will catch more attention in China than in the
U.S. and thereby re-enforce their knowledge and perception of potential security threats
and risks in the virtual world.

Implications of Research
Academically, the study is to obtain better understanding of factors that influence
individual’s perception of SNS and how such perception differs in the East and West
cultures. The results of this study extend the current knowledge base in the aspect of how
perceived differences in trust, privacy, and motivation for participation are related to SNS
adoption in distinctive social contexts. Identifying predictor variables and measuring their
correlations in this study assist us to capture latent dynamics that are not covered by
previous work. For instance, Chinese users have different perceptions on social
awareness than U.S. subscribers; hence, they generate different expectations of what
makes a SNS provider trustworthy. In a practical sense, this research absorbs the
phenomenon of rapidly evolving Web 2.0 to fill the void in MIS research. Understanding
the dynamics between physical and virtual worlds allows us to guide our practices of
exploring business opportunities among innovative digital services. A good example lies
in marketing potentials when foreign SNS providers attempt to enter a local market.
Equipped with these understandings, businesses are better prepared to make important
decisions in the initial stages.
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For scholars, the theoretical developments of user perceptions of social network
services provide them with a valuable lens through which phenomena associated with
such innovative services can be studied. For practitioners, especially SNS providers, this
study renders important business implications of pinpointing critical caveats (e.g. cultural
difference in formulating trust) that may contribute to sustainable customer acquiring and
maintaining efforts. Another practical interest sheds the light on globalization of SNS
business (e.g. MySpace China) as such strategy incorporates regional and national
segments that can be culturally unique. It has been witnessed that in China, local
followers of MySpace and Facebook are outperforming the first movers in such key
aspects as the number of unique visitors and registered members. The same situation is
also happening in Japan and South Korea.
As this study combines the strengths of both quantitative and qualitative research
methods, findings are generalizable to a larger population of interest. Since SNS offers a
ground-breaking avenue for social network construction, such social changes as shrinking
the communication gap and increasing the stake of information privacy are difficult to be
ignored. Hence the issues of why these changes are important and how they operate in
various societies are brought to the spot light by this research. Not only the findings but
also the methodology can be beneficial to either practitioners or scholars, who can extend
investigation to other fields (e.g. different countries and technologies).

Limitations and Future Research
Despite the effort to adhere to maximum levels of rigor and relevance, this
research bears flaws that deserve attention. These flaws are generally seen in academic
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studies and it is not uncommon to turn them into new directions of research. The
following discussions address major potential improvements: representation of sample,
approach selection, insignificant path coefficients, and theoretical inferences.
The actual respondents from both the U.S. and China have a good match with the
desired profile of the target population. However, the samples from the U.S. largely
consisted of college students, which could be criticized for being a convenience sample.
The reason lies in the high tendency of singularity within survey results. Thus many
researchers have warned against the use of student samples. Such limitation has been
seen in the focus group interview, during which a young Chinese adult who left school to
join industry expressed his unique opinion about SNS privacy. His opinion largely comes
from his professional experience that is difficult to obtain in a campus environment.
Failing to include this type of user in the American data could be problematic.
Nevertheless, since SNS is a Web 2.0 product whose prevalence is rooted in young
adopters, the weakness of convenient sample can be somehow offset.
Combining qualitative and quantitative approach in considered an advantage.
However, McGrath (1984) also indicated that it is not guaranteed to eliminate
methodological flaws by adopting multiple approaches. Adding another approach does
bring optimization, but on the other hand, doing so also introduces bias and suboptimization. Balancing among these approaches requires repetitive attempts and
experience. Further, in the U.S. model, there are two causal relationships having LOS of
0.10 instead of 0.05: Social Awareness to Performance Expectancy (0.074) and
Reputation and Use Intention (0.066). Although they do not hinder cross-group
validation, a re-examination of the literature review and instrument design is warranted.
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When it comes to making new inferences based on previous theoretical developments, no
research is perfect because generalization, precision and realism cannot be satisfied at the
same time. Imperfect methodology results in imperfect conclusions. Two out of three
hypotheses regarding cultural moderating effect are not supported and a new cultural
moderating effect is discovered during model re-specification, hence bringing theoretical
assumptions into question.
Some of the future research suggested by this study include but are not limited to:
including more of Hofstede’s dimensions rather than individualism/collectivism alone.
This study incorporates the theoretical discussions of power distance, long term
orientation, and high & low context. They are not included in the data collection due to
parsimonious nature embraced by academic doctrine. As previously mentioned, cultural
factors in different social contexts beyond the U.S. and China can be studied by
borrowing the experience and methodology from this research. After all, culture is highly
local oriented and sub-cultures widely existed in regions. U.S. cannot represent the entire
western culture and the same goes with China. Another possible direction comes from a
flaw of this research, namely, the data from the U.S. does not suggest significant causal
path at 0.05 LOS between Social Awareness and Performance Expectancy. The same
problem also exists between Reputation and Use Intention. The reason could lie in a
deeper insight of social values. For example, being highly individualistic might introduce
less reliance on social influence but more on personal experience. This could explain why
reputation does not nurture intention of use as much for American as for Chinese. Other
new ideas to enhance this study can be adopting a cross sectional and longitudinal data so
as to be more representative. It is important, however, to maintain parsimony of the
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instrument as a complicated survey hinders respondents from providing true opinions.
Therefore, a balance should be achieved between a sufficient amount of items and
instrument parsimony. Last but not the least; replication is the corner stone of
confirmatory research. A three phase structure is recommended: the pilot study should
lead major data collection or analysis procedures; the literature and instrument should be
re-examined based on the results from pilot study; a large sample size should be realized
in order to make room for replicating the model against a different data set.
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Social networking websites (e.g. Facebook and MySpace) are being used regularly by
millions of people. Some have considered online social networking as an enduring part of
digital life. This survey, therefore, is designed to obtain insightful information regarding
people’s perception of using social networking services.
[Definition of Social Network Service (SNS): SNS focuses on building online
communities of people who share interests and/or activities, or who are interested in
exploring the interests and activities of others. Some of the most popular SNS are WWW
based such as MySpace.com and provide a variety of ways for users to interact on the
Internet.
This survey is for academic research purposes only. Your participation is voluntary and
your responses will be kept anonymous to ensure privacy. We appreciate your
cooperation.
First, we would like you to answer some background questions:
1. Please indicate your age:
18 - 19
20 -22 23 – 25 26 or above
2. Gender
Male
Female
3. Please indicate the number of years you have used the Internet:
None
Less than 1 year
1 - 3 years
4 - 6 years
More than 6 years
4. Please indicate the number of years you have used SNS website:
None
Less than 1 year
1 - 3 years
More than 3 years
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Please evaluate your experience of using SNS in general (circle your answer).
Strongly
Disagree
Disagree
1. SNS enables me to socialize
online more quickly.
2. Using SNS improves
productivity of online
socialization.
3. SNS website makes online
socializing easier.
4. Using SNS website improves
the chance of knowing new
people.
5. In general, SNS website is
useful in socializing.
6. Learning to use SNS website is
easy for me.
7. I find it easy to get the SNS
website to do what I want it to
do.
8. My interaction with the SNS
website is clear and
understandable.
9. It is easy for me to become
skillful using the SSN system.
10. In general, SNS is easy to
use.
11. Based on my past experience
with my SNS website, I know it
provides reliable service.
12. Based on my past experience
with my SNS website, I know it
cares about its customers.
13. Based on my past experience
with my SNS website, I know it
provides good service.
14. Based on my past experience
with my SNS website, I know it
is predictable.

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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15. Based on my past experience
with my SNS website, I know it is
trustworthy.
16. I am concerned that the
information I submit in the SNS
website could be misused.
17. When I socialize using SNS
website, I am concerned that my
personal information can be
distributed on the Internet.
18. SNS website should devote
more time and effort to
preventing unauthorized access to
personal information.
19. SNS website should not use
personal information for any
purposes unless it has been
authorized by user.
20. SNS website should not sell
personal information in their
databases to other companies.
21. I closely follow developments
in my social environment.
22. I enjoy discussing social
issues with others.
23. I am interested in reading
political commentaries or
watching them on TV.
24. I watch/read news that
addresses current social issues in
general.
25. I pay close attention to new
technical development in IT
industry.
26. Using SNS makes me feel I
am keeping up with the time and
new technology.
27. Using SNS helps me to be
recognized as a skillful Internet
user.
28. I earn respect from others by
participating in SNS activities.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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29. I feel that participation of
SNS activities improves my status
in my social network.
30. I have many social
connections in SNS website.
31. I interact with my friends in
SNS website frequently.
32. I am fairly active in building
or maintaining social connections
in SNS website.
33. I have strong connections with
my partners in SNS website.
34. I am familiar with the SNS
through reading articles or
advertising.
35. I am familiar with the SNS
through visiting relevant websites.
36. I am familiar with the SNS
through socializing online.
37. Group success is more
important than individual success.
38. Group welfare is more
important than individual
rewards.
39. Being accepted by the
members of my group is very
important.
40. Individuals may be expected
to give up their goals in order to
benefit group success.
41. I would use SNS to socialize
with my friends.
42. I would use SNS to socialize
with new people.
43. I am likely to provide the SNS
provider with the information it
needs to better serve my needs.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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3

4

5
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4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2
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ᙼད! ℸऴ⫼ᙼϔ⚍ᯊ䯈ˈᏠᳯᙼⱘᬃᣕϢ䜡ড়ϟᅠ៤䖭ϔӑ䯂ोǄᴀ䯂ोᮼ
䇗ᶹҎӀᇍѢՓ⫼SNS⼒Ѹ㔥キ˄՟˖᷵ݙ㔥˅ⱘ㒣偠ⳟ⊩ˈЎⳌ݇⧚䆎ⷨお
ᦤկখ㗗Ǆℸ䇗ᶹϡ䅵ྦྷৡᑊֱᡸᙼⱘ䱤⾕ǄЎ⹂ֱᙼᅠ៤᠔᳝䯂乬ˈᇍѢᶤѯᙼ
ৃ㛑ᛳࠄϡᆍᯧಲㄨⱘ䯂乬ˈ䇋ሑ䞣ߎخϔ⾡ؒᗻⱘ䗝ᢽǄㄨḜϡᄬᇍϢ
䫭ˈҙ㸼ᯢᙼϾҎⱘᗕᑺˈ䇋ᙼሑ䞣ᣝⳳᅲᛇ⊩฿ˈݭ䴲ᐌᛳ䇶ᙼⱘখϢ䜡ড়ʽ
ᴀ䯂ो݅䅵43乬Ǆ
[ҔМᰃ⼒Ѹ㔥㒰᳡ࡵ㔥キ (SNS Website): SNS Website ܼ⿄Social Networking
Services Websiteˈे⼒Ӯᗻ㔥㒰᳡ࡵ㔥キˈϧᣛᮼᐂࡽҎӀᓎゟ㓈㋏Ҏ䰙݇
㋏ⱘ㔥キ᳡ࡵǄ䗮䖛䖭⾡᳡ࡵˈҎӀৃҹ㔥Ϟ㘨㒰㗕᳟ট㒧䆚ᮄ᳟টˈߚѿ
✻⠛䷇Ф, ⥽␌៣, খϢᡩ⼼ㄝ݊ᅗ⌏ࡼǄⳂࠡ↨ݙ䕗⌕㸠ⱘⳌ݇ѻકࣙ
ᣀ˖᷵ݙ㔥ˈᓔᖗ㔥ˈ㘮ট㔥, 51.com, 䲙㰢݇㋏㔥ㄝㄝǄ]
ϔǃ䇋ಲㄨҹϟ㚠᱃䯂乬:
1. ᙼⱘᑈ啘ሲѢҹϟાϾߚ↉:
17 – 19ቕ
20 -22ቕ 23 – 25ቕ 25ቕҹϞ
2. ᙼⱘᗻ߿˖
⬋
ཇ
3. ᙼՓ⫼Ѧ㘨㔥䭓ᯊ䯈њ˛
≵Փ⫼䖛
ᇣѢ1ᑈ
1 - 3ᑈ
4 – 6ᑈ
䍙䖛6ᑈ
4. ᙼՓ⫼⼒Ѹ㔥キ (ӏᛣ⼒Ѹ㔥キⱚৃˈབ᷵ݙ㔥ˈᓔᖗ㔥ˈ㘮ট㔥ㄝㄝ) 䭓ᯊ
䯈њ˛
≵Փ⫼䖛
ᇣѢ1ᑈ
1 - 3ᑈ
4 – 6ᑈ
䍙䖛6ᑈ
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Ѡǃ䇋ḍᙼՓ⫼⼒Ѹ㔥㒰᳡ࡵ㔥キ˄ӏᛣ⼒Ѹ㔥キⱚৃˈབ᷵ݙ㔥ˈᓔᖗ㔥ˈ
㘮ট㔥ㄝㄝ˅ⱘ㒣偠བᅲ䗝ᢽǄ䇋䗝ᢽ1-5ᴹ㸼⼎Դ䌲ৠⱘᑺˈ᭄ᄫ䍞㸼⼎䍞
䌲ৠǄ 1 䴲ᐌϡৠᛣ 2 ϡৠᛣ 3 ᮴ᛣ㾕 4 ৠᛣ 5 䴲ᐌৠᛣ

䴲ᐌ
ϡৠᛣ ᮴ᛣ㾕
ϡৠᛣ
ϔ䚼ߚ: ݇Ѣ⼒Ѹ㔥キⱘ᳝ᬜᗻ
1. ⼒Ѹ㔥キ䅽៥
ᖿ᥋ഄ㔥
1
2
3
Ϟ㘨㒰টᚙ䅸䆚ᮄ᳟টǄ
2. ⼒Ѹ㔥キ䅽៥
᳝ᬜ⥛ഄ
㔥Ϟ㘨㒰টᚙ䅸䆚ᮄ᳟টǄ
3. 䗮䖛⼒Ѹ㔥キˈ៥㾝ᕫ㔥
Ϟ㘨㒰টᚙ䅸䆚ᮄ᳟টবᕫ
ࡴᆍᯧǄ
4. ⼒Ѹ㔥キᠽњ៥ⱘѸট㣗
ೈǄ
5. ᘏԧ㗠㿔ˈ⼒Ѹ㔥キᇍѢ៥
ⱘѸট⌏ࡼकߚ᳝ᬜǄ

ৠᛣ

䴲ᐌ
ᐌৠ
ᛣ

4

5

1
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4

5
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4

5
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Ѡ䚼ߚ: ݇Ѣ⼒Ѹ㔥キⱘՓ⫼䲒ᯧᑺ
6. ᄺдՓ⫼⼒Ѹ㔥キᇍѢ៥ᴹ
䇈↨䕗ᆍᯧǄ
7. ⼒Ѹ㔥キ䞠ⱘ䚼ߚࡳ㛑䛑
↨䕗ᆍᯧ᪡Ǆ
8. Փ⫼⼒Ѹ㔥キⱘ䖛ᴀ䑿ᑊ
ϡᴖǄ
9. ៥ᕜᖿህ㛑❳㒗ഄՓ⫼⼒Ѹ
㔥キⱘЏ㽕ࡳ㛑Ǆ
10. ᘏԧ㗠㿔ˈ⼒Ѹ㔥キᆍᯧՓ
⫼Ǆ

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1
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3

4

5

1
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5
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11. ḍ៥ⱘ㒣偠ˈ៥Փ⫼ⱘ⼒
Ѹ㔥キ䗮ᐌᦤկৃ䴴ⱘ᳡ࡵǄ
12. ៥㾝ᕫ⼒Ѹ㔥キᕜ䞡㾚ҪӀ
ⱘ⫼᠋Ǆ
13. ៥㾝ᕫ៥Փ⫼ⱘ⼒Ѹ㔥キᦤ
կӬ⾔ⱘ᳡ࡵǄ
14. ៥Փ⫼ⱘ⼒Ѹ㔥キⱘ㒣㧹
ᓣ↨䕗⧚ᗻǄ
15. ៥Ⳍֵ៥Փ⫼ⱘ⼒Ѹ㔥キৃ
ҹᦤկӬ䋼ֵ䌪ⱘ᳡ࡵǄ

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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4

5
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ಯ䚼ߚ: ݇ѢথᏗ⼒Ѹ㔥キⱘ䱤⾕ֵᙃ
16. ៥ᕜᛣ៥ᦤկ㒭⼒Ѹ㔥キ
ⱘ⾕Ҏֵᙃᰃ৺㹿䴲⊩Փ⫼Ǆ
17. ᔧ៥Փ⫼⼒Ѹ㔥キᯊˈ៥ᕜ
ᛣ៥ⱘ⾕Ҏֵᙃᰃ৺Ѧ㘨
㔥Ϟ㹿Ӵ᪁Ǆ
18. ⼒Ѹ㔥キᑨ䆹乘䰆⫼᠋⾕
Ҏֵᙃ㹿ⲫᮍ䴶ࡴֱᡸ
ᑺǄ
19. ⼒Ѹ㔥キϡᑨ䆹Փ⫼⫼᠋ⱘ
⾕ҎֵᙃЎଚϮ⫼䗨ˈ䰸䴲
㦋ᕫ⫼᠋ⱘܕ䆌Ǆ
20. ⼒Ѹ㔥キϡᑨ䆹ᡞ⫼᠋ⱘ⾕
ҎֵᙃЎଚϮ᭄ଂप㒭݊
Ҫ݀ৌϾҎǄ
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Ѩ䚼ߚ: ݇ѢϾҎᇍ⼒Ӯথሩⱘ݇⊼ᑺ
21. ៥ᕜ݇⊼⼒Ӯᯊџ⌕㸠䍟
Ǆ
22. ៥୰߿Ҏ䇜䆎⼒Ӯᯊџ
ࡼᗕҹঞᮄ䯏⛁⚍Ǆ
23. ៥ᇍ䰙ᬓ⊏ᯊџᕜᛳ݈
䍷ˈ㒣ᐌ⬉㾚Ϟ㾖ⳟⳌ݇ᮄ
䯏Ǆ
24. ៥㒣ᐌкߞ㒌Ϟ䯙䇏
ᯊџ⼒Ӯ䘧ҹঞⳌ݇ݙᆍǄ
25. ៥㒣ᐌ݇⊼ITϮ⬠ⱘᮄ䍟
ࡼᗕǄ
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݁䚼ߚ: ݇ѢᇍՓ⫼⼒Ѹ㔥キⱘ䅸ৠᛳ
26. Փ⫼⼒Ѹ㔥キᰃ⌕㸠থሩⱘ
ᮄ䍟Ǆ
27. Փ⫼⼒Ѹ㔥キⱘҎ䗮ᐌ䛑㛑
❳㒗ഄՓ⫼Ѧ㘨㔥Ǆ
28. Փ⫼⼒Ѹ㔥キ䅽៥㾝ᕫ៥
݊ҪҎϔḋ䎳ᕫϞᯊҷǄ
29. ៥㾝ᕫՓ⫼⼒Ѹ㔥キϢᯊ
ׅ䖯ᮍ䴶ᐂࡽ៥㦋ᕫњৠԈӀ
ⱘ䅸ৠǄ
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ϗ䚼ߚ: ݇Ѣ⼒Ѹ㔥キⱘՓ⫼ᑺ
30. ៥⼒Ѹ㔥キ䞠᳝ᕜདট
Ǆ
31. ៥དট㒣ᐌ䗮䖛⼒Ѹ㔥キ
㘨㋏Ǆ
32. ៥Փ⫼ⱘ⼒Ѹ㔥キ䞠ˈ៥
ሲѢ↨䕗⌏䎗ⱘ⫼᠋Ǆ
33. ៥Փ⫼ⱘ⼒Ѹ㔥キ䞠ˈ៥
៥ⱘདট㘨㋏ᆚߛǄ
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ܿ䚼ߚ: ݇Ѣњ㾷⼒Ѹ㔥キⱘ䗨ᕘ
34. ៥ᰃ䗮䖛кߞ㒌њ㾷ࠄ⼒
Ѹ㔥㒰᳡ࡵ䖭ϔџ⠽ⱘǄ
35. ៥ᰃ䗮䖛Ϟ㔥њ㾷ࠄ⼒Ѹ㔥
㒰᳡ࡵ䖭ϔџ⠽ⱘǄ
36. ៥ᰃ䗮䖛᳟টҟ㒡њ㾷ࠄ⼒
Ѹ㔥㒰᳡ࡵ䖭ϔџ⠽ⱘǄ
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б䚼ߚ: ݇ѢϾҎϢ䲚ԧⱘ݇㋏
37. ಶԧ៤ࡳ↨ϾҎ៤ࡳࡴ䞡
㽕Ǆ
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38. 䲚ԧ߽Ⲟ催ѢϾҎ߽ⲞǄ
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39. ៥ᕜᛣ៥ᰃϡᰃ㵡ܹ៥ⱘ
⼒Ѹᄤ˄᳟টˈৠџㄝㄝ˅
Ǆ
40. ϾҎ߽Ⲟᑨ䆹Ўњ䲚ԧⱘ߽
Ⲟ㗠⡎⡆Ǆ

क䚼ߚ: ݇ѢՓ⫼⼒Ѹ㔥キⱘᗕᑺ
41. ៥ӮՓ⫼⼒Ѹ㔥㒰ᴹ㘨㒰ট
ᚙǄ
42. ៥ӮՓ⫼⼒Ѹ㔥㒰ᴹ䅸䆚ᮄ
᳟টǄ
43. ៥䗮ᐌӮ៥ⱘ⼒Ѹ㔥キᦤ
կ⾕Ҏֵᙃҹ֓Փ⫼݊ᦤկⱘ
᳡ࡵǄ
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